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INTRODUCTION 
The use of s anctions in co1nmunal organization is no 
doubt as old as societies themselve s. The types and forms 
of sanctions vary in accordance with the particular social 
1 
organiza tion in question. Since man is a ZOON POLITICON , 
social ostraciam was and still is one of the most effective 
and universal sanctions known to society. The very fe ar of 
.being ostra cised from the c01nmuni ty has led man to a ccep t 
the laws and mores of the group and to compl y with them. 
In effect, then, the controlling force of social and 
commun a l life was the p os sessor or p ossessors of the p ower 
to ostracize members from the society. 
Excommunication was one of the oldest forms and tech-
niques for soci a l control. It meant a social and almost 
living death for the member upon whom it was imposed. 
The history of the Herem, or Excommunication beg ins 
where the history of the Jewish s t a te stops. The Herem 
. was designed to serve not as a sword but as a protecting 
weap on. Since in Mosaism, the judicial, moral , and ritual 
is not separated, t he Herem was employed for the protection 
of one a s of the other. 
1. Man is a social anima l dependent for survival u p on his 
relationship to other men and their reactions to him . 
1. 
2 . 
I ~~==========~r 
In recent times, the Herem has been virtually put out 
of use and even where used, it does not wield its former 
power or influence . One of the basic reasons for its being 
put out of use has been its ruthless misuse in the last few 
decades as a social and political force . As a teclLnique, 
it is evident that the Herem can be wielded as a strong 
social force for the good of the community or it can be 
used by a powerful and ruthless oligarchy to enslave and 
exploit the members of the society. 
The basis of this study is to analyze the wealth of 
material on the Herem from a sociological point of view 
so as to clearly and objectively demonstrate how the Herem 
was used as a technique for social control . 
The motivations which led me to undertake such a study 
may be of interest to the reader . The present day Jewish 
comrnunity in America has been very loosely organized and 
controlled for the past fifty years or more . An analysis 
of this condition would be a study in itself but the evident 
factor to be recognized is the lack of an inner cohesion or 
force necessary to unify or organi ze such a co1nmunity . Any 
attempt to organize all Jewry of America has been motivated 
not by an inner impulse but on the contrary , it has always 
been the attacks from outside forces which has led to such 
organization. To protect themselves from antisemitic 
outbreaks, from prejudice, propaganda, quotas , scapegoating 
etc . , the Jews have org anized many communal organizat ions 
but yet g£ ~ organization has been organized on the 
American scene which can speak or act on or for the entire 
Jewish Community . 
An authoritative force of this nature is p ossible only 
when there is an inner drive and urge for self- control in 
its limited sense by a minority group within a majority 
state . Such control was possible in the past because the 
Jewish society was closely knit together and possessed that 
inner drive . Thus only at such an era in history vras the 
use of excommunication effective as a technique for social 
control. In order to gain a better insight into what social 
areas controls are or have been possible , a study of the 
Herem is indispensable . 
Another factor whi ch makes the study of the Herem a 
valuable undertaking is the historical marvel that the Jews 
were able to maintain a well organized society within a 
larger dominating state and society though they had no 
pol ice force to s p eak of . Professor Louis Finkelstein 
aptly began the pre:face to his monumental study on "Jewish 
Self- Governm.ent in the Middle Ages " with the following 
remarks : 
"The development of their communal life is one of the 
most interesting aspects of the history of the Jews in 
3. 
the middle ages . But no le ss imp ortant were their 
a ttempts to u_ni te their various communi ties in country-
wide org aniza tions. The measure of success ·whi ch thes e 
endeavors a chieved is most rema rkable ; but aside from 
the immediate results attained, the spectacle of a 
persecuted people , in the mi dst of disunited princi -
palities, governed by the i r petty b arons ' for revenue 
only', endeavoring to organize itself is eminently 
noteworthy . 11 
The Her em or Exco1mnunication was a basic factor in 
maintainine; Jewish self-government . Most often it was 
merely threatened and h a rdly ever ac tua lly i mposed . The 
Herem was issued only after the highest democratic pro-
cedures were used to obtain a consensus of op inion. A 
de tailed a ccount of the Herem will enable us to appreci ate 
these important considera tions. 
Fina lly, a word about the s ource materi al. There have 
b een innumerable books written on the Jews in the Middle 
Ages . Less has been written on the Herem per se but an 
inestimable runolmt of reference s and responsa concerning 
the Herem can be found in Jewish literature and l ega l 
docu..ments . It i s from these that I have draVIm my material. 
I t should a lso be noted that it is impossible to h ave 
coveT•ed a ll the materi a l written but the major materi a l 
has been carefully studied. The 11 Pinkosim 11 or legal 
docmnents of the communities were of particular va lue in 
gathering case material . 
II. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF TI-ill F..EREM 
A. Terminology and Origin 
There are many tenns and expressions expressing the 
concept of excommunication in many l anguages . Some of 
the terms connot e different phas es or degrees of the 
Herem . We discover this term Herem in the Bible where 
we find it used in many ways and soci a l situations. Herem 
is a term used both in the sense of consecration and of 
condemnation as is the Greek term Anathema . Of c ourse 
over many years of u se i n the l a tter sense it has become 
identified pri mari ly as a negative term. 1 
The old Greek Jmathema signifies a votive offering, 
something de vote d to, or set aside for, the special use of 
the g ods. In its ecclesiastical connotation, s pecifica lly , 
in a New Testament significance, it means ilset as i de for 
evil 11 and hence, cursed, excommunic ated. This ecclesi -
astical use of the word in this sense presrunably origi-
nated in Pale s tine in pre - Christi an days . 
As its use c an be observed in the Scriptures, Herem 
was "a proclamat ion devoting or consecrating to the Deity 
1. This is quite frequent in Hebrew terminology as in 
other langu ages . Kodoshah in Hebrew means holy as well as 
prostituti on . Its greater us e in the former meaning has 
primarily identified the term in the sense of holiness and 
sacredness . 
6. 
persons or things to be excluded from use, or as was the 
rule in Biblical times, to be utterly destroyed. " 1 A1 1ong 
all ancient nations and pri mitive tribes, the practice of 
devoting the s p oils of war to the Deity is inseparably 
connected with holy warfare in which all the booty is 
consecrated to the victorious God and the captured foes, 
as we ll as goods , are destroyed on the spot in His honor . 2 
An account of King Mesha of Moab tells how, after 
having carried off the vessels of YHvm3 from the city of 
Nebo and dragged them before Kemosh, Mesha 11 devotedn4 
7, 000 prisoners to Ashtor-Kemosh and "slew the inhabitants 
of lLh.arot as a s pectacle to his god Kemosh. Generally, 
the people , before going to war , devoted, through a vow, 
the whole booty to their God in order to secure its aid. 
In like manner, Israel vowed to 11ban 11 the Canaanites and 
their cities in case God would deliver them into his hand. 
nAnd, the Lord hearkened to the voice of Isl"'ael, and 
1. The Holy Scrip tures. Joshua 6 :17-21. 
2. See, concerning the Teutonic and Celtic tribes, 
Tacitus, 11 Arma l es n , I. 61, 13.57; respecting the Indians , 
Waitz , "Anthropologia 11 II. 157 , and :for the Arabs , 
Schwally, "Driegs alterthuemer'', pp. 35-38. 
3. The God of t he Hebrevrs. 
4. "Heheramti" (from the root nHeremn). 
delivere d up the Canaanites; and they utterly destroyed 
t h em and their citie s ; and the n ame of the p lace was 
called Hormah .nl 
In pre-exilic times , the p eop le of Israel were 
eng aged in a warfare a g a i nst idolatrous nations. Thus 
the consecra tion of the booty colored every battle. 
Conse quently, the doom of the Ban fell not only u p on the 
c a p tured p epsons or thing s but a lso on him v1ho appropri -
ated them and even upon the very house where the items 
were p l a ced. Thi s is the b a sis of the scene enacted 
before the cap tui'e of Jericho when Joshua procl a i me d t hat 
the city an d all tha t was in it should be devote d t o the 
Lord. He warned. the populace, saying : "Keep your s el ves 
from the devoted thin g ( "Herem") , lest ye make youPse l v es 
accursed b y taking of the devoted thing , so shall ye make 
the Camp of Is r ael accursed, and trouble . .._ l v. But all the 
silver , and gol d , and ves s els of brass and iron, are h o l y 
unto the Lor d ; they shall come into the tre a sury of the 
Lord •• • ••••••• And they utterly destpoyed (Hebrew root 
"Herem") all that was in the city, both man and ·woman , 
both y oung and old, and ox , and sheep , and ass , ~Qth t h e 
e dg e of the s word. 112 
1. The Holy Scri p ture s : Nmnbers 21 :3. The n ame "Hormah " 
means ut t e r des t ruction derive d from t h e root "Herem." 
2 . Ibid. Josh u a 6 : 17-21 . 
8. 
The Bible rel a tes that Achan took f'rom thi s booty and 
brought do01n on the whole people a s they themselve s c ame 
under t h e ban . T'.ni s was not eliminated until he a n d his 
household, U~) on vvhom the ban rested, "vvere ex termi nated. 
Likewise in a l a ter battle betwe en Israe l a n d Amalek, 
Srunue l caused I sra el to devote all that ilinalek had . TILe 
1 k ing a t that t i me was Saul and he 11 s p ared Ag ag and the best 
,, 
of' the sheep ••• • •• and all tha t was good 11 , banning only 
tha t part of' the property which was vile and ref'use . This 
angered Samuel who s p oke in the name of' God, and in f'ul -
f'i l ment of' the ban he made , Agag slain. 1 vva s 
Thus we f'in d that the Herem vv-as used in Biblica l days 
as a primitive war measure . This use was enf'orced in the 
Deuteronomic leg isla ture . 
Deut. 7 :2- - 11 VV:'len the Lord thy God shall deliver t hem 
bef'ore thee t h ou shalt s mite them a n d ban 
them . 11 
Deut . 7:25 , 26-- 11 Thou shalt not covet the silver or 
gold tha t i s on them ••• Neithe r shal t 
thou bring an abomi nation into thy 
house lest thou be a ban . ll 
The Israelite city whi ch was p redominantly practicing 
idolatry was to be trea te d in the same way a s the Canaanite 
1 . Ibid. I ·Sam. 15: 8- 9 . 
city . nThou shalt surely smite the inhabitants of that 
l 
city with the edge of the sword, banning it. 11 The banned 
city was made a p l a ce of desolation as in the case of 
Jericho2 and Ai where the term 11 Shemamah 11 is used. 3 This 
p rob ably led later on to an identification of Herem with 
11 Shammata 11 (desolation). 4-
Somewhat modified, the ban was also proclaime d in the 
Benjamite war recorded at the end of the Book of Judges ; 
11 Ye shall b an every male, and every woman that hath lain 
by man . 11 Here an oath vms taken by the tribes of Is rae l 
not to g ive their daughters in marriage to the gui lty 
tribe of Benjamin as a means of enforcing disci :pline on 
the Benjaminites in Israel . 
Naturally the same ban was applied in the case of 
individuals who practised idolatry. In an altogether dif-
ferent sense is the word 11 Herem11 used in Leviticus 27:29: 
11 None devoted, which shall be devoted of men, shall be 
redeemed but shall surely be put to death. 11 It is the 
thing devoted by virtue of a simp le vow which is declared 
t o belong not to the Lord, but to the priest . The term 
1 
~. 
2 . 
3 . 
Ibid. Deuteronomy 13:10. 
Ibid. Joshua 6:26; I Eings 16:3L~ . 
Ibid. Joshua 8:28. 
4. This chang e was due to a change from a 11Iv1n to a 11 T 11 
in the Hebrew sound. 
10. 
is also found in this sense in Ezekiel J-f4: 29 and Numbers 
18:1~-· In this sense the Rabbis read also Leviticus 27:29 
as referring to the vo w of the value of a criminal guilty 
of capital punishment. Here we find the term Herem used 
as the rabbinic a l 11 Hekdesh. 11 
In post-exilic times the ban or Herem a ssumed a new 
me a ning : it meant no longer destruction, but confisca-
tion of goods and excommunic a tion, p ossibly exp osure to 
sta rvation. In p a s sing , the term 11 exconnnunication 11 
deserves som.e comment . It is derived from the Latin 
prefix ~ meaning out of plus 11 communio 11 or "communi cation 
meaning communion . In its opiginal , form then, it had 
t heological significance ru1.d was used as a p tmishment 
since it meant "exclusion from the communion." In its 
original use i n the Catholic Church, excommuni c a tion was 
thPeatened or inflicted to secure : 
1. Observance of fasts and feasts, 
2. The p ayment of tithes , 
J. The obedience of infePiors , 
!~. ·The denunciation of guilty, and 
5. To compel the faithful to make known t o the 
church all matrimoni a l i mpediment s as well as 
11. 
-12. 
=======~~=====================================================================lr=====~~==-==-
1 • f t • 1 ot er l n o rma lOn • 
There a re a few Hebrew terms t h at s houl d be cons i dered ~ 
bri efly since they a i'e rel a t e d to the 11 He r em 11 mat eri a l i n \ 
Jewi s h literature . We h a ve a phra se " The Serpent Decre e 11 j 
or 11 Gizr at Nachash 11 which i s an abbreviation of three 
t y p es of ex communica tion: Niddui , Herem, Sh amta . A 
met a ph orica l ex pr e ssion used in the Talmud i s " A t h orn 
which caus e s no b l ood to flow . " The gre a t Comment a tor 
Rashi exp l a ins t h is a s meani ng t h e Ban . 2 
1. The Cath olic Encycl ope dia cites the thre e functions 
b a rre d to the ex communic a t e d: 1. Public worshi p , 
2 . Rec e ive Body of Christ or a ny of t h e sacr~1ent s , and 
J . If a cleric, he wa s forb i dden to administer a sacred 
rite or to ex ercise an a ct of spiritua l authority. (Vol. 
v' p' 678-691) . 
2 . Talmud Kethubot 9la; Ta l. Baba Ba thra 150 b (Ra shb am ) 
It is quoted in Aramaic : "Salu D' lo Mab a Dama . 11 
B. CHARACTERISTICS 
1. USAGE 
Before proceeding to analyze the basic and varied 
characteristics of the Herem, it is necessary to establish 
a marginal definition of the Herem which will be simple 
but workable. The Herem came to mean an extra Talmudic 
ordinance, usually enacted by a Synod of Rabbis or of 
co~nunal councils, and was held binding upon all genera-
tions once it was enacted. Many enactments were temporal 
in nature it is true but the validity and authority of 
the ordinance was considered permanent. It was the 
highest ecclesiastical censure characterized fundmaentally 
by the exclusion of a person from the religious co~nunity, 
which among Jews, meant a practical prohibition of all 
intercourse with society. 
The Talmud speaks of twenty-four offenses punishable 
by excommunication. 1 The amount is not to be taken lit-
erally but rather as a round nwnber. Later authorities 
enwnerated the following twenty-four cases as those 
punishable by the Herem: 
1. Insulting a learned man, even after his death. 
2. Insulting a messenger of the court. 
3. Calling an Israelite: 11 Slaveu. 
-----------
1. Tal. Berochot 19a; Yerushalmi Moed Koton III. I, quoted 1 
by R. Joshuaben Levi. 
13. 
4. Refusing to appear before the court at the designated 
hour. 1 
5. Dealing lightly with any of the Rabbinic or Mosaic 
precepts. 2 
6. Refusing to abide by the Court's decision.3 
7. Harboring in one's possession an object, animate or 
inanimate that may prove injurious to others.4 
8. Selling one's real estate to a non-Jew5 without as-
suming the responsibility for any injury caused by this 
man on his neighbors. 
9. Testifying against a Jew in a non-Jewish Court in a 
monetary case for which he would not have been condemned 
by a Jewish Court. 
10. Appropriation of all the priestly portions of the 
animals sacrificed for himself by a priest whose business 
is the selling of meat. 
1. Baba Kama 112b 
2. Mishna, "Eduyot 11 v.6 
3. Baba Kama 113a, 15b 
L~. Such as a savage dog or a broken ladder 
5. Baba Kama 114a. 
11. Violating the second day of a holiday. 1 
12. Performing work on the afternoon of the day preceding 
Passover . 
13. Taking the name of God in vain. 
14. Causing others to profane God's name. 2 
15. Causing others to eat holy meat outside of Jerusalem. 
16. Making calculations for the calendar (Hebrew), 
establishing the holidays accordingly, outside of' 
Palestine .3 
and 
17. Tempting one to sin4 (that is, one who dealt unf'airly 
in business.) 
18. Preventing the co~nunity from performing some 
religious act. 
19. Selling TEREFAH meat as KOSEER MEAT.5 
20. Neglect of' a SHOCHET (a ritual slaughterer) to show 
his knife to the Rabbi f'or examination.6 
1. Even though its observance is only a custom ( "m.inhag") 
since the first day only is observed in Palestine proper 
and the second day is observed by the Diasporah. 
PESACHIM 52a. 
2. "Hillul Hashem" 
3. This f'unction was reserved for the Sanhedrin and this 
injunction was aimed at maintaining tne central authority 
in the Sanhedrin in Palestine . 
4-· Lit.: !!Putting a stumbling block in the way or the 
21. Self-abuse 
22. Engaging in business enterprises with one's divorced 
wife . (that is , in collusion to vitiate the consequences 
of the divorce ) 1 
23. Being made the subject of scandal . 
24. Excon1muni cating one unjustly. 2 
It should be noted from this basic list, that almost every 
conceivable area of social life has been touched and the 
later development of the Herem crune to include every po s -
s i ble element i n social living. 
Si n ce the ban was pronounced by the court it was 
considered a legal act . However, many of our sourc es 
indicate that the procedure was unfortunately not as 
fo~mal nor as vigorous as in other judicial cases . In a 
gloss of Moses Isserles on 11 Yoreh Deahrr, a book of J ewish 
law, he notes that ciPcumstantial and hearsay evidence as 
well as incompetent wi tnesses were often admitted, which 
demonstrates the arbitrariness of the procedure . Such 
testimony was unheard of in other legal matters. 
blind. 11 
5 . Sa1~~edrin 25a 
6. Hullin 18a 
1. Kethubot 28a 
2 . Maimoni des, 11 Yad 11 , Talmud Tora...h., VI: lL~. 
16. 
This characteristic of' arbitrariness was f'urther 
emphasized in such occasional situations as those in 
which the ban was ini'licted by individuals. These cas e s 
might be indef'inite--as when a man excommunica ted anyone 
who possessed articles stolen f'rom him or upon anyone 
who knew testimony f'or his case but did not appear in 
court to testif'y. 1 The ban was wielded indiscrimately 
under emotional duress and to satisf'y personal vanities 
!I ,, 
as when a learned man excommunicated one who insulted 
II 
him, 2 II 
or when a master excommunicated his pupil who decided a 
law in his presence3 or asked him ridiculous questions.4 
Some authorities hold that a creditor might excommunicate 
his debtor who ref'used to pay his debt.5 Many of' these 
practices were carried on into later periods. 
1. Shulchan Aruk, Hoshen Mishpat, 71:7, 28:2 
2. Moed Koton 17a 
3. Shabbat 19a 
4. Menachot 37a 
5. Notes to Asheri, Moed Koton III: 10; Yoreh Deah 
l.c. 46 
I' 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
17 . 
The Niddui wa s a temporary measure of exclusion which 
served more as a threat and probationary period than any-
thing else. The word Niddui is formed f rom the Arabic 
root Nidah meaning to cut off, cast off, put under the 
1 ban, or anathemize. It should be noted also that Niddui 
was of course the most commonly used term for anath ema 
since it was the status of excommunication most readily 
imposed. 1he Herem itself was the most severe stage of 
excommunication. Niddui was pronounced on many types of 
crimes basically enumerated in the twenty-four offenses 
listed before. From that list we can conclude that, from 
the Rabbinical standpoint, Niddui was designed to purify 
conduct and to preserve harmonious relations between the 
various members of the community. This discipline was of 
utmost i mportance in maintaining the unity of the Jewish 
community throughout the Middle Ages. 
As stated above, the Niddui served as a strong warning , 
The offender was publicly exhorted three successive 
on Monday, 'l'hursday, and on the following Monday. 
times-- ~ 
Only whe 
1. The Hebrew word for a vow Neder also comes 1'rom the 
same root as well as the term Nidah, a menstruating woman, 
for she is considered unclean and must be separated from 
her husband. (See Levy, 11 Worterbuchii.) 
18. 
he was defiant and obstinate and continued his offenses 
was the ban pronounced. In his presence the formula was: 
II is excomraunicated; 11 and in absentia, the formula 
used was: ilL t b . . d 11 l e --- --- e exco~~un1ca~e • When the case 
was a severe one, the re a sons were publicly given and the 
ban was preceded by blowing the Shofar. 
A person on whom Niddui was pronounced was limited and 
restrained by the following social controls: 
1. He was forbidden contact (within a radius of four 
cubits) with every person excepting his wife and children. 
2. It was forbidden to sit at meals with J:1im. 
3. il II II lf count him in the ritua l number 
(Minyan) of 10 adults requisi'te for public prayers. 
4. However, he was allowed to attend services, to 
study the forah, and to attend public lectures. 
5. A Niddui was required to wear t.t1e habiliments of' 
mourning. 
b. He was forbidden to bathe, shave, or wear shoes . " c. 
IJ.'he details of the discipline are enumera ted in the Shulchan 
Aruk, Yoreh De&~, Section 334. 
1. Maimonides, "Yad Ha-Hazakah, Hilchot Talmud Torah, VII. 
2. 'fhis is the op inion of the e arlier authorities such as 
I 
L 
the 11 Rahvad'1 and the 11 Rosh 1i based on t h e Barai t a in Moed Koton 
15a. 
In the Middle Ages, various controls or balances were 
decreed so as to limit the ruthless use of the povver of 
exco~nunicating members of the society. For examp le one of 
the major controlling factors was the elevation of the Herem 
as a cownunal teclLnique as over against the use by certain 
individuals. The Rabbi of a cownunity had no right to 
decree a Herem without the permission of the comraunity. 
Excownunication meant complete social ostracism. In 
the decree, the Herem became a "connnunicable disease"; that 
is, anyone who got in direct personal contact with the 
banned person was included in the ban as well. The texts 
usually contained a paragraph which enumerated the p rohibited 
social relationships with the exconnnunicated. A tyPical one 
reads: 
"And all Isra elites shall be separated from him; his 
bread shall be considered the brea d of an idolator; 1 his 
utensils are as earthen vess e ls and his coins are as con-
secrated coins; and anyone who talks with him will be con-
sidered in the same state the banned one is in and will be 
exco:rnmunicated11 • 2 In this particular tex t, the following 
sentence is of interest: "However if by royal consent or 
because of the fear of the government, a man will converse 
1. Which is forbidden to a Jew according to Jewish Law. 
2. Asaf. "The Penalties After the Close of the Talmud11 , 
No. 109 under "Ashkenaz". 
20. 
with the banned one for a sh ort time, t hen t h e b an will not 
be p laced on h im, provided of course tha t he is not deceiv-
ing. We see from t h is and other documented cases t hat the 
government offici a ls were often involved in t he disputes 
which eventua lly precipita ted a ban. 
The excommunicated who died before repenting or before 
the ban cou ld be lifted was completely obli t era ted from the 
community: 
1. He could not be buried in a Jewish cemetery. 
2. His children were not a llowed t o recite the Kaddish. 1 
3. No tombstone was put on his g r a ve. 
Of cou rse, it is i mportant not to as sume tha t a 
c andida te for t h e He rem di d not have a chance to avoid it 
for in a lmost every case on printed record the victim would 
have been pardoned if h e recinded his sta tement or atoned 
for h is actions. Even Spinoza or De Costa could have 
avoided the b an if 11 they chan g e d their ways 11 • Dubnow re-
cords a La tvian practice in 1646 where a person who was 
banned was given a period of three days within which he 
could atone and remove the ban. Only after t h is waiting 
period, would the Herem be written out with t h e name of the 
1. A memorial p rayer recited during the services for 11 
months following t h e de a th of a close rela tive. 
2. Dubnow, s., 11 Pinkos Hamedinah11 • Decisions of the year 
1646. No. 374. 
I 
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individual on it a nd it would be posted on the door of the 
S~1agogue. The banned individua l could not enter the 
Synagogue until this had been era sed from the door, i.e. he 
had a toned. 2 Dubnow quotes another decision of the year 
1662 in vvhich we a re told that many pe op .Le in Herem used to 
force their way into the Synagogues. Therefore a l aw was 
passed by the he a ds of t h e Latvian communities to p ermit 
the leaders to enforce all laws so as to keep them out. 
The lea ders even used force in seizing the banned in the 
1 Synagogue and having them thrown out. 
One can readily surmi se how devastating was such a 
method of exclusion. In that period, the Synagogue was the 
focal p oint and the he art of a ll social, religious, educ a -
tional, and political activity. To exclude a member of the 
group from the Synagogue was to cut off his main a rtery of 
life. The Herem was not a imed to torture the victim end-
lessly but to bring him back to the accepted norms of 
behavior which the victim had defied. This had to be done 
as quickly as possible so the methods of the ban had to be 
bold, ruthless, and uncompromising. The man of principle 
such as Spinoza was willing to submit to its pressures; 
De Costa, on the other hand, though fiery in spirit, was 
broken and crushed as a human being, physically and 
1. Ibid, Decisions of the Ye a r 1662, No. 546. 
I 
I 
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mentally, by the constricting tentacles of the ban. 
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2. THE I\IIO DUS 0 PERANDI 
Excommunication was a long and involved process ascend-
ing in degrees or stages of severity and social ostracism. 
Periods of warning, and lesser decrees of anathema preceded 
the final ban of the devastating Herem wluch was the most 
harsh in its limitations and curses. Yet even this last 
edict could be averted by submission, repentence, and an 
authoritative repeal. 
The general method was to pronounce Niddui, the minor 
form of excommunication, upon an offender for the period of 
30 days. If, however, the individual persisted in his of-
fenses, the punishment was the extension of the ban for 
another thirty days. At the end of this time, if the of-
fender did not submit or retract, then the sinner's contu-
macious conduct was finally punished with the pronouncement 
of the Herem, or excommunication, which though indefinite, 
was revocable at the option and discretion of the cornnunal 
and ecclesiastical authorities. The lesser ban, Neziftah, was 
imposed for only one day while Niddui was imposed for seven 
2 days. 
Tne gradual tendency of greater restrictions in con-
trolling the religious practices of the Jewish Community 
l. Shulchan Aruk, Yoreh Dea_h., "Niddui V'Herem" 334; 2. 
2. The Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol.I, page 560 
-I 
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greater areas following the exile from Palestine in the 
second century. Since the Jews were living as a semi~ 
autonomous community within the larger community, there was 
always the threat of "foreign" social customs and religious 
belief's permeating and superse~ng the tra~tional Jewish 
practices. It is at this tll~e that the necessity for pre-
serving Judaism became the paramount concern of the Rabbis 
and lay leaders. Thereupon was developed a rigid, uncom-
promising censorship of communal and domestic life, even of 
private as well as public conduct. In its government and 
control of morals in private conduct, this censorshi p had 
far rea ching consequences. Ob edience to this censorship as 
a means of social control grew out of the Jewish attitude 
toward authority as well as the implications of social 
ostracism. The doctrine of holiness was urged as fundamental· 
and next to obedience to God, implicit respect was to be 
shown to His law and to the authorities that had been ap-
pointed to administer it. Though it does not appear that 
the Herem was governed by fixed legal principles and though, 
in fact, the authorities could impose it without a determina-
tion of the verdict by unimpeachable testimony, 1 this very 
1. Shulchan Aruk, "Yoreh Deah" Section 334. gloss 43. 
"For anathema, we do not need witnesses and unimpeachable 
proof but (all that is needed) is the conviction that the 
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latitude exhibits the s piritual authorities as possessing 
large p owers, which were exercised for the conservation of 
the ethics of conduct as they saw it. Thus, we must also 
note, that this made the Anathema not only a punitive 
measure, but a protection against personal injustice or im-
morality, whether of conduct or of profession. 
Generally speaking, there were three categories of of-
fenses for which the Herem was pronounced on the doer: 
Those connni tted ( 1) a gainst the authorities, 
(2) against morality and public decency, 
and ( 3) against religion itself. 
A few examples here will suffice. Niddui was pronounced 
upon a person who did not respect the dignity and authority 
of the Beth Din1 or of an individual Rabbi. Even after his 
death, a scholars's name and reputation should not be 
criticized. A messenger or representative of the Beth Din 
should be received with honor; to mistre a t him was punish-
charge brought is positive and then even a woman or child 
(usually unacceptable for legal testimony) is accep ted and 
believed". 
1. The Jewish Court 
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2 
able by Niddui. An insulting epithet, noticeably that of 
"slave", was punishable by the ban. 3 
2. This is based on the statement in the Talmud, Kidushin 
70b. Rabbi Samuel was aske d: "Why did you place that man 
under the ban? 11 He answered: "Because he abused the Rabbi'~ 
messenger". 
3. Ibid. 70a. Here the case is told of a man who was 
excorrrn1unicated for habitually calling people slaves. 
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111. FOID'IlS 
A. THE HEREM BETH DIN 
The Jewish Communities in France and German, especi ally 
in the forma tive period around the year 1000, were con-
fronted with the basic problem of est ablishing courts of 
justice. Talmudic law a t that time was more develop ed than 
the system of jurisprudence known to the secula r courts. 
The added fact that Jews were fast becoming men of co1runerce, 
made necess a ry for them a more developed a nd inclusive 
legal system than was necessary for the surrounding p e a s-
antry. The decisive f a ctor was the reluctance of the then 
existing feuda l courts to provide for the Jew. The genera l 
laws a nd social norms were based on the assumption tha t the 
litigants were Christi ans and s o the Jew was forced to seek 
his justice elsewhere. 
Establishing courts of t heir own wa s not a new venture 
for Western Jewry. Even after the fall of Jerusalem in 
70 A.D., the local courts retained civil cas es and oc-
casiona lly, crimina l matters. In Babylonia, the secular 
courts permitted the Jewish courts to ap ply Talmudic law 
in civil matters. Such a p olitical practicems an important 
factor in the maintena nce of distinctly Jewish social and 
religious p r a ctices which always had court sanction. 
Since the infant Europ ean States permitted a limited 
autonomy in the Jewish communities, and even encouraged it 
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in many ways, local courts to maintain lega l and social · 
justice were established by the Jews in the import ant com-
munities. In order to insure its authority and the obedi-
ence of the populace to its decrees, these courts made use 
of the Herem as a successful technique for social control. 
Thus, no person could e.ven defy answering a summons that 
was issued by the court. 
Excommunication was so effective that no police power 
or physical force of any nature was actually needed in the 
execution of an order of the court. The excommunicated 
person was completely ostracized socially so that normal 
living in such a status was impossible. "This power of 
excommunic ation gave the Rabbi and the community as great 
an advantage in dealing with recalcitrant individuals as 
the similar power exercised by the Popes gave them over 
the kings of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries."1 
This authority and power was so vast and liable to misuse 
tha t as the communities grew larger, attempts were made to 
regulate it and to limit the powers of the Rabbis or of the 
council of Elders to pronounce the Herem. 2 
----------.--
1. L. Finkelstein, "Jewish Self-Govern•·nent in the Nliddle 
Ages". p.7 
2. Ibid. p.232. The Tru{ana of the Rhine Communities in 
the 13th Century. 
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In order for this legal system to function properly 
and to be accepted authoritatively by the people, the 
position of these Jewish courts had to be established on a 
traditional basis. Dr. Finkelstein cites two legal possi-
bilities which may have been used. First, the older aca de-
mies of Palestine or Babylonia may have issued authoriza-
tions to certain rabbis to act as leaders for the various 
communities. Second, the members of each community may 
have bound themselves under a Herem, tha t they and t heir 
descendants would accept the authority of t heir duly elected 
Rabbis. Such a group expression of a Herem would ha ve a 
binding effect and would have given legal status to the 
1 
new local courts. 
We cannot as yet ascertain conclusively which one of 
t he se step s was f ollowed or whether both methods were used 
in various communities. We do know t h a t by t he ye ar 1000, 
the te~m HEREM BETH DIN had come into use to describe the 
authority on which the loc al courts acted in certain com-
munities. Through this device the choice of leadership 
now rested with the members of t he community itself who 
invested t he authority of leadership with t heir o~vn ac-
ceptance of the Iierem Beth Din as a me ans of enforcing legal 
authority. The confusion brought about by this individual 
1. Ibid. p.8 
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local method of assigning leaders and judges was checked 
finally at the end of the fourteenth century by R. Meir 
Ha-Levi of Vienna who introduced, for the first time, the 
system of ordination outside of Palestine and issued 
licenses to his students permitting them to decide matters 
of Jewish law. However, the authority to issue a ban of 
excommunication which was basic to Rabbinic prestige in 
the Middle Ages still sprang, in t heory at least, from the 
recognition by the community. 
In later times, the original meaning of the term 
HEREM BETH DIN wa s forgotten. According to the fiction 
introduced by the French Rabbinate, any community in which 
a Rabbi had been knovrr1 to reside in early times, possessed 
a Herem Beth Din. It is quite natural then, that by the 
thirteenth century, no distinction could be made and every 
community s poke of its Herem Beth Din. 1 
In conclusion it is interesting to note how effective 
the concept of Herem Beth Din was in establishing the 
entire basis for loca l Jewish courts in Western Europe in 
1. Some texts do indicate a variant reading instea d of 
HEREM BETH DIN me an.i ng t he ban. authorizing a court and 
giving it its power (from the community). They read HEREM 
MI-BETH DIN meaning simply a Ban issued by t he local court. 
(Ibid. p.l27) 
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the Itiddle Ages. Here the ban represents a distinctive use 
not comrnonly associated with the institution of excommunica-
tion. It was not a control used by the oligarchal few but 
the expression of the people so that law and order might be 
maintained. 
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B. HEREM HA- IIaroL 
The Herem Ha-Ikkul is of a quite different character 
from the Herem Beth Din. It is important for our study in 
view of the number of times it is mentioned in Medieval 
documents by the scholars of that era. The word Ikkul can 
be based on an Arabic root, where it means restrain. The 
Herem Ha-Ikkul was actually an unwritten law forbidding any 
member of the community to retain an ar_ticle that had been 
entrusted to him, even though he had a claim against the 
owner. 
The Herem Ha-Ikkul was really of great importance 
during the Middle Ages as a protective measure. In times 
when persecutions were common occurrences, it was necessary, 
very often, for a Jew to leave his property in the trust of 
a friend or neighbor while he fled the village. There had 
to be a means of protection based on a communal acceptance 
of the right of ownership of property. There was no legal 
claim that the returning "refugee" could make for his 
prop erty as he had no legal right to hide it from his 
oppressors. Very often they came after him in the first 
place so as to confiscate his property. This group dis-
cipline was established by this unwritten bond under the 
Herem Ha-Ikkul. 
The circumstances surrounding its usage demonstrate 
clearly its valuable role in the stability of Jewish 
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society during a period when the community and its members 
were never left in peace by their Christian lords and the 
fanatic peasantry. On the least provocation, the Jew wa s 
attacked mercilessly and very often flight was the only 
1 
means of escaping death. In many cases, one didn't have 
time to choose a bailee who could be trusted, and unscru-
pulous persons might easily take advantage of the crisis 
and the panic into which the ovrner was thrown. Since 
there were no safe deposit boxes in those days and the 
property of the Jews was largely limited to cash and 
movables, 2 the protection of bailments was a fundamental 
necessity of the Jewish society. 
Thus the Herem Ha-Ikkul was a very practical and use-
ful measure accepted by the members of the Jewish community 
throughout the Middle Ages. It was a positive type of 
social control for the mutual benefit of the owners of 
property and the leaders who were responsible to maintain a 
stable and just society. 
------------
1. Professor Marx has often pointed out to me that the 
Jew in the Medieval pogroms could have always avoided death 
by accepting baptism. Many did, but the majority chose to 
die rather than give up their religious tenets. 
2. After the beginning of the tenth century the Jews 
rapidly lost their land. 
C. HEREM HAYYISHUB 
1. Introduction 
The story of the Jews in the Middle Ages is a record 
of overwhelming gloom and shadow relieved occasionally by 
flickering flashes of light. The Jews in this era were 
ostracized and discriminated against by Church and State. 
Their political rights are still a matter of uncertainty in 
many cases, for even where they won certain rights, these 
rights were frequently and easily recalled. 
The economic position of the Jew in Europe in the 
~liddle Ages was even more precarious. Definitely emerging 
in Central Europe in the eleventh century, the Guild system 
grew to major importance and effectively succeeded in ex-
cluding the Jews from all productive labor by means of the 
craft guilds. On the other hand, the exclusive Merchant 
Guild blocked out the Jews from the honorable trades. 
As a matter of fact, the inevitable result was that 
~~e Jews were forced to turn to moneylending as their sole 
possibility of an economic livlihood. The economic 
structure of a feudal society demanded such activities 
though it was a precarious existence and unfortunately 
aroused a great deal of ill-will and malice against all 
the Jews. 
A detailed study of the economic life of the Jews in 
the Middle Ages was made by Dr. L. Rabinowitz in London, 
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and in 1945 he published t h e fruits of h is research in a 
schol a rly book on "The Herem Hayyishub 11 • In this monumental 
study he pre sents a n origi na l and well documented a ccount of 
the me aning an d u s e of the HePem Hayyishub, sh owing its 
pela tionslup to the genera l e conomic system of tha t era . 
The Guild System, so p reva lent in t h e economic life of 
the Middle Ages, was a highly org anized system of guilds. 
The Jewi s h community being apart of the l arger Christi an 
community c ould not have p ossibly maint a ined a system of 
disorganize d economic life in the face of such a well-kn it 
system. It was an inevitability then, tha t within the semi-
autonomous J ewish community, this p owerful Guild System 
s h ould have produced and evolved its imit a tion and p rotectivE 
counterpart. Such an institution was t h e Herem Hayyishub. 
It was theoretica lly a re s triction on the Pights of resi-
dence but was in effect an elabopa te s y stem of trade pro-
tection. It was simila r t o the Guild merchant f or, in f ac t, 
it was the Jewish economic counterpart to the Guild merchant 
The Herem Hayyishub l a ste d as an economic protective 
ins t itution within the Jewish community for seven y e a Ps. 
However it p assed by, hith erto, unnoticed because of the 
following caus e s : 
1. Th ere is no coherent accm .. m t of the Herem Hayyishub in 
the Codes of Je1.1ri sh law. The codifiers par excellence were 
Spanish Jews a nd Spain was one of t he few CO'Lmtr ie s of 
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Europe where there was no incidence of the Guild system nor 
of the Herem Hayyishub. 
2. The references on this subject are scattered t hroughout 
medieval Jewish literature and also they are written .in a 
particularly inaccessible medieval Rabbinic Hebrew. 
J. The main reason is that insufficient attention has been 
paid to the socio-economic aspect of the life of the Jev.rs 
as a whole. 
Dr. Rabinowitz concludes, though he has little docu-
mentary evidence, that "there is a strong prob ability, and 
indeed almost a certainty, that the Herem Hayyishub f a r 
from being a slavish imitation of the Guild merchant in 
fact ante-dates it, and either must be considered its 
prototype or at least a parallel and independent develop-
1 
ment".-
1. L. Rabinovd tz, "The Herem Hayyishub 11 • Page 11. 
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2. Definition 
The word Yishub means a 11 settlement 11 , 11 an established 
community 11 • As distinct from its literal translation, the 
meaning of the phrase Herem Hayyishub is a prohibition 
against strangers taking up residence in an established com-
munity without the formal permission, usually but not always 
the unanimous cons ent, of tha t community. 1 The right of 
the co~nunity to debar outsiders from settling in their mids 
is a much debated question; opinions varying from the cate-
gorical denial2 to complete approval.3 Theoretically, there 
are a variety of reasons for which this prohibition could be 
enf'orced: 
1. To exclude morally undesirable people from beconung 
members of the colnmttnity, 
2. To prevent anti-Jewish feeling consequent upon the too 
rap id increase of the Jewish population. 
3. To avoid overcrowding where there wa s a restricted Pale 
of Settlement, and 
1. Ibid. Page 13. The necessity for the use of the Herem is 
-~'fell explained by A. Gulak in his Yisodei Hamishpat Haivri 
(Jerusalem, 1923) Part I, No. 68. p.74, since, according to 
medieval Jewish law, the decrees of one community were in-
operative against another community, the boycott, which is 
the basis of the Herem, was the sole weap on at their disp o-
sal. 
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4. To safeguard the economic interests of the resident 
conun.uni ty. 
3. Origin 
Dr. Louis Finkelstein, the author of an important book 
in English whi ch mentions the Herem4 states that it wa s due 
to a desire on the part of the authorities to keep Jews on 
the land by preventing them from settling in the tmms. 
This view is the result of ingenuity rather than a pro duct 
of specific data. In a private letter to Dr. Rabinowitz, 
connnenting on the latter's critique of this theory, he wrote 
in part, "The more I read of the writings of the early 
Jewish comrn.enta tors in France and German, • ••••••••• the more 
I am inclined to think that they could have taken this step 
for the reason I imputed to them".5 
2. Tur, Hoshen Mishpat . No. 156 quoting his father Asher 
b. Jehiel. 
3. Responsa , Joseph Calon, No. 191. 
4. L. Finkelstein. "Jewish Self- Government in the Middle 
Ages" . New York, 192!.~. 
5. L. Rabinowitz. roid. Notes P . 134~ 
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The prop er origin and function of the Herem Hayyishub 
is indica ted by R. Solomon Luria in the sixteenth century 
when he writes: "And so it is with the Herem Hayyishub 
whose purp ose is to prevent interference with one's livli-
hood".1 It is therefore as a trade restriction tha t the 
Herem a rose and developed and it is only as such t hat it 
can be understood. 
~~e problem of dating the beginning of tlus institution 
is a difficult one. From the criteria of its being mentionec 
and described in documentary material we can definitely 
state tha t the Herem Hayyishub cannot be later than R. 
Gershom, i.e., the beginning of the eleventh century. 
Actua lly, according to Rabinowitz, the Herem Hayyishub can 
be traced back to a Talmudic origin and thus becomes a 
later development of a Talmudic law. Such a finding, of 
course, demonstra t e s the continuity of the Jewish community 
from one era to another a s well as from one locus to another. 
It also provides us with valuable data as to the methods 
and motiva tions for changing institutions so tha t, looking 
at the entire history, we see the development of law and 
the transition from one institution to another. 
Rabinowitz cites as the basis for his proof a legal 
1. Rashal. Res p onsa. No. 36 p.3lc. 
text found in the Babylonian Ta lmud, Baba Bathra 2lb, quoted 
in the n rune of R. Huna the son of R. Joshua. This dates 
the pass age and thus the legal source for the Herem 
Hayyishub to the fourth century. The text reads a s follows : 
"R. Huna the son of R. Joshua said, "It is cert ain to me 
that the r esident of one town can prevent the resident of 
another town (from setting up in opposition to him in his 
town); if he is accounted to the Kraga of t his town, 1 he 
cannot be prevented from trading". The real si gnificance 
of this text is established by an analysis of the princip le 
of taxation as related to the laws of residence in Babylon 
w'here this statement was made . The Kraga, or poll tax was 
paid by each tovm as a unit but 11 each district concentrated 
on its chief tovm, with which all the smaller towns around 
2 
were assessed for the Kraga". Now we can understand R. 
Huna B. Joshua's statement to the effect that the limits 
of the borough for purposes of franchise of trade a~e de -
1. The phrase is very obscure but this rendition is sup-
ported by the great Rashi who explains the passage as: 
"That if he pays a poll tax to the ruler of this city as a 
burgher, the city resident cannot prevent him 11 • The term 
Kraga means a poll tax. 
2. J. Nevrman , 11 Agricultural Life of the Jews in Babylonia", 
Oxford, 1932, P.169. 
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fined as the area within which one pays taxes to the central 
tovm. 
In the light of this explanation, the Herem Hayyishub 
has a well founded Talmudic basis. R. Huna B. Joshua 
establishes the ri ght of the residents of a town to imp ose 
restrictions of trade and r e sidence u p on the iahabitants 
of other towns, irrespective of their willingness, to bear 
the burden of taxes. There is no doubt that there are ma ny 
differences between the trade monopoly enjoyed by the 
residents of the city in the Talmudic era and under the 
Herem Hayyishub of the Middle Ages. The main p oint to be 
stresse d is tha t it arose independ~1tly of local institu-
tions, representing a para llel to the Guild system r a ther 
than a copy of it. It a ppears also tha t the Guild system 
did influence the character and development of the Herem 
Hayyishub since they both served the identical purp ose 
within the same socio-economic structure. 
4-. Application 
The Herem Hayyishub was operative in Germany, Northern 
France, England, Italy, Bohemi a and in other Eastern 
European countries. It did not exist in Spa in, nor did 
every Jevvish community in the former countries possess it. 
"Free toV~rns 11 where complete freedom of resi dence a nd trade 
was the rule existed side by side with "closed towns" where 
the Herem was ope r a tive. 
As is already knovm in other t yp es of the Herem, and . 
contrary to all the accepted usages of Jewish Law, which 
insists on the testimony of two independent witnesses, un-
related either to one another or to the plaintiff, the 
objection of one resident was sufficient to withhold from 
an app licant the ri~~t of Hezkat Yishub1 right of residence 
even if the objection came from a relative. 
Since the basic purpose of this particular typ e of 
Herem was the protection of trade and the establis:b_ment of 
a town monopoly, the following categories were, in most 
cases, exemp t from its op era tion: 
1. Rabbis 
The Rabbi did not interfere with the economic activi-
ties of the community. 2 Toward the end of our period, the 
genera l opinion was that where the resident Rabbi could 
prove tha t it affected his livelihood, the intrusion of 
another Rabbi could be prevented. 
1. The Hezka t Yishub can be defined as the personal right 
ac@ired by the residents of a city p ermitting them alone 
to dwell therein. ( Gulak, "Foundations of Hebrew Law" 
(Hebrew); Berlin 1923, Part I p. 175). The Hezkat Yishub, 
which carried with it the right to oppose unauthorized 
residence and the enforcement of the Herem, could be ac-
quire d in the following ways: 
2. Students 
3. Personal servants 
4. Capitalists ( 11 Rentiers"), i.e. men of capital, who 
lived on their c apital and did no business. 
5. ~fuolesale tra ders. 
a. By p roof of the previous residence. 
b. By purchase or hire. 
c. By iru1erit ance. 
d. By the unanimous a pprova l of the community. 
e. · In Italy, if temporary ri ghts of r esidence were g ranted, 
t he p erson to ·whom it was granted could successfully claim 
p ermanent right on the se grounds. 
f. By undis puted residence over a certain pe riod. 
g. By marriage. 
h. By the occurrence of a vacancy in the f i xed number of 
settlers, due to r emova l or death. 
(Se e Rabinowitz, Ibi d , chap ter II) 
2. But with the passage of time, t he income of the Rabbi 
c ame to be increa singly dep endent up on the p erqui s ites 
arising out of weddings , divorces etc. and so the p re sence 
of another Rabbi would interfere with his economic liveli-
hood. 
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This exemp tion clearly demonstra tes the connection 
between the Guild system and the Herem Hayyishub . There is 
no re a son for making any distinction between the wholesale 
and reta il trade, a nd the f act tha t it was so in the Merchant· 
Gui l d c an be the only reason for it a p plying to t he Herem 
Hayyishub. 1 
6. Refugees (wi t h cert a in restrictions u p on t heir economic 
activity .) 
Aside from the rep orted cases of Goslar, it was im-
possible 'for Jews to refuse admission to the destitute 
refuge es in an era when expulsions were almost a daily 
fe ature of the life of the Jews of Europe. The problem of 
their economic livelihood was not easy to solve. If they 
were forbidden to trade then they bec ame the burden of the 
co~~unity to feed, clothe, and house. Yet, to allow them 
freedom of tra de, would bre ak tre~i:r barrier of trade monop oly 
so, refug ees were usually pennitted to r emain tempor a r i ly 
and c a rry on sufficient tra de to enable t hem, to acquire 
the b are necessities of existence. 2 
1. Rabiriowi t z. p 37. 
2. Resp onsa. R. Meir b . Baruch Rothenburg , ed. Berlin, 
1891; Zi nunels, H. J., 11Bei trage zur Geschichte der Juden 
in Deutsch land im 13 J ahrhundert". Vienna , 1926. 
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7. Market Days 
On market days, there was freedom of tra de in the 
market. But even here , v a rious restrictions were suggested 
in a n a ttempt to maintain the monop oly. 
Nevv evidence may enlighten more of the dark past and 
perhaps enlargen Ollr p icture of the Herem Hayyishub. There 
are still many points of contention and a g re a t va riety of 
op inions but further research and study will no doubt cle a r 
u p many of t h e problems still confronting us concerning 
the Herem Hayyishub . It is to the r esults of this 
schola rly r ese a rch that we look forward. 
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IV. !!.£! ~ HEREM FUl'JCTIONED IN SPECIFIC AREAS 
.QE ~ JEWISH SOCIETY. 
A. LEADERSHIP 
In every age, the effectiveness of the Herem as a 
technique for social control was dependent upon the integritl 
of those who wiel ded the power of excommunication. In many 
periods of Jewish history, the Herem served a noble purpose. 
It maintained order within a society that was virtually at 
the mercy of its Christian and Moslem overlords. Many 
scholars attribute the continued existence of the Jewish 
community in the Diasporah to the technique and the use o.r 
the Herem as one of the major factors of the unique semi-
autonomous society which the Jewish community enjoyed. The 
Herem was dee ply imbedded in Jewish tradition and since a 
reli gious concept was at the basis of this institution and 
not a political or secular theory, the Herem was easily 
adopted in every Jewish community from Babylonia to Spain. 
In the early Gaonic Period this type of sanction was 
the basic police weapon used by the leaders of: the Jewish 
Community. R. Hai Goan, realizing the value of enforcing 
the Jewish Court in the Diasporah with authority, stated 
that a man can be forced to come to court under the threat 
47. 
1 
of the Shamta. The prima ry pu rpose of the threat of 
munic a tion was to force the culprit or dissenter back to the 
organ ized community. This gave the J ewish community self-
reliance, stability, and juris diction over any p roblem v1hich 
would arise within the group. 
The Jewish st a te in Palestine, before the Exile, had a 
system of capit a l punishment going far back in its h istor y. 2 
Since neither the Jewish leade r s nor the Jewish court had the 
powel'"' to carry out the de a th penalty, an adequate substitute 
had to be found. The Herem was used in any case where the 
legal p ena lty was death since in the Ga lut there could be no 
death p ena lty. 3 
1. Asaf. 11 The Penalties After the Close of the Talmud 11 
(Hebrew) R. Hai Goan (998-1038) wa s the last Goan of 
eminence of Pumbeditha. (cf Ma l'"'x & Margolis, 11 A History 
of t h e Jewish People." p p 274-276 
2. Capital punishment included many of the punishments 
mentioned in the Bible. However, the Ta lmud gives us the 
impression tha t the de a th penalty was not given indiscrim-
ina tely. As a ma tter of fact, the de a th sentence was revoked 
u p on the l east p retense. A series of requirements had to be 
met and it has been stated that a death sentence was not com-
mon. 
3. 11 Pirush Harambam Lamishna", Hulin, ch. I. (cf. Asaf. 
11 Spain 11 No. 49) 
-=-==-~-=~--.~==· 
Just as the leaders of the Jewish communities generally 
employed the Herem for the good of the overall society with 
no personal aims whatsoever in the first fifteen centUl~ies 
following the Exile in 70 A.D., so the later period which we 
call the Middle Ages saw the rise of many self-centered 
leaders who ruthlessly used the power of the Herem to cut 
dovm anyone vvho opposed or even questioned their actions. 
J 
I do not contend tha t there were no abuses in the Post-Exilic;! 
Gaonic or Exilarch periods but these abuses by the leadership ! 
were the exception, not the rule. However the last three I 
centuries are filled with abuses and injustices as regards 
the use of the Herem. It is primarily this misuse of the 
Herem by the Leaders, ecclesiastical as well as lay, of this 
later p eriod which precip itated the weakening of the ban and 
1 
finally its ineffectiveness. 
------------
1. ~nis opinion is expressed by many authorities , the fore-
most of which are Wiesner and Mendelsohn. Needless to add, 
there are many other important factors which account also 
for the final out-lawing of the use of the Herem by the 
Jewish leaders. It is interesting to observe how despicable 
the very concept of 
A forrner student of 
the Herem became to the Jewish scholars. 
1 Prof. Israel Lewy of the Breslau Seminary 
I 
told me that in his lectures he would never pronounce the 
word "Heremn but only said 11 fllv!11 and all the students under-
stood it. 
I 
------=====~-~======================~--~--~~= 
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I - - - Tnough- overlapping in many respects, it is possible to r 
divide the leadership into three groups ror the purpose of a 
detailed analysis. First the most continuous line or leader-
ship was the religious leaders. The Rabbis always maintained 
authority not only on matters of ritual and religious life 
but in secular and communal matters as well. This is quite 
understandable in view of the Jewish attitude toward the 
role of Judaism in their daily life. The Jew never separated 
his religion from his other runctions. The religious 
literature was the basis for business law as well as the 
laws regarding worship. The Talmud is a striking example 
of how religion and daily life were considered as one. 1 
Basically, it was the Rabbis who possessed the power of 
excommunication. 
Second, we have a group of leaders made up of the laity. 
These were people of prominence, wealth, and influence. 
Their authority was made secure by wielding the power or 
anathema. The data which rollows will demonstrate the 
relationships that existed between the Rabbinate and the 
lay leaders. 
Finally, we will speak of the Kahal or the Community. 
The Kahal leadership was often made up or the other t wo 
groups but because its compounded quality as well as its 
particular problems and function, it will be treated by 
itself. The leadership of the Jewish co~nunity by the Kahal 
_____ __]_~- - . 
~was essentially a 
I :Middle Ages where 
I 
later development and distinctive of the 
a group of representatives were in charge 
I 
I 
of the Jewish co~munity. 
The discussion and t he data which is here presented may 
give a somewha t distorted picture since it will de a l ex-
elusively with the Herem as related to the leadership of the 
community. The re a der must be warned to bear in mind that 
the Herem was used as a social control only in times of 
crisis and then primarily as a threat. It would be unfair 
to judge the activitie s of the Jewish leadership only on 
the basis of this channelized evidence. 1 
I 
1. The Talmud has many treatises on Business, Interest, etc. j 
as well a s on ritua l, marriage, Ql vorce, etc. 
1. For an overa ll p icture of the leadership I ref e r the 
reader to anyone of the following publications: 
a) Baron, "The Jewish Communi ty 11 ( 3 Vols) 
b) Finkelstein, nJewi sh Self-Government in the 
Middle Ages." 
c) Shohet, "The Jewi sh Court in the Middle Ages." 
--- --~- - ----------
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I. RELIGIOUS LEADERSHIP 
In the Talmudic period, the le a der of the Je~ish com-
munity was the Patriarch who also was the religious leader 
as well; that is, he was head of the Sanhedrin (the highest 
Rabbinical Court). One of these Patriarchs, R. Gamliel II 
employed the Herem with great energy and "with that entire 
disregard of consequences which arises from deeply rooted 
1 
convictions. 11 
According to the historical account presented by Marx 
and Margolis , the scholars of Jerusalem headed by R. Jochanan 
b. Zaccai established the Sanhedrin in Jabneh following the 
destruction of the second Temple in 70 A.D. by the Romans. 
Here v/as a case where a new city, Jabneh, was invested with 
the prerogatives fo~nerly belonging to Jerusalem and Jabneh 
became the spiritual ca? ital. Jochanan retired as p resident 
of the Sanhedrin and Gamliel II ascended to the leadership, 
though there were other scholars worthier of this dignity, 
for Gamliel was a descendent of Hillel. Gamliel strove to 
unify Israel and endeavored to keep dovm any strife between 
the schools of Shrurunai and Hillel by the use of the excom-
munication . He thus became very authoritarian and he is 
known to have exco~nunicated the greatest personalities of 
his day; even towards his brother-in-law R. Eliezer b. 
1. Graetz, "History of the Jews. 11 Vol. 2. p 339. 
52. 
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2 
Hyrcanus, h e p ronounced t h e b an. 
It was during his te rm or orrice tha t a unified and 
standard form or Jewish t r a dition begru~ to emerg e. This is 
no doubt due to his auth oritar i a n methods an d his indiscrimi-
nate wielding or t h e power of the ban. 
Later on, the Rabbis used the p ower or exco~nunication 
primarily in matters effecting the community as a whole or 
in matters or relig ion. Since the bulk or the da ta is in 
reference to religious matter s, a de t ailed analysis will be 
found in the section on Reli g ion. 
The Jewi s h Rabbinate, as wa s the case with the Christian 
Ch urch, often resorted t o excommunic a tion to enforce j_ ts 
decre es. The power, h owever , ex e r ted by the Rabbis was 
neg ligible in comparison wi t h tha t wielded b y t h e Chri st i an 
Church . First, b e f ore i ssuing a Herem, t h e Rabbi had to 
consult with t h e l ay lea ders of the c01mnunity. This or 
cou rse g rea tly limited t h e Rabbinical p ower or ex communic a tion. 
I 
Not only did t h e Rabbi naP.d t h e permission of the co.1nmmi ty 
but in a ruling of the Council of the Four Lands in 1624, 
no Rabbi could ban any person a lone or p riva tely.3 
Secon d, no Rabbi cou ld issue a Herem against a per s on 
or a g roup of p ersons outside of his own co~~unity. (Con-
trast thi s procedure with the p apal bans hurled at a distance 
ac~oss t h e seas, a gains t ent ire communities a nd countrie s .) 
The decree prohibi t ing the issuing of a Herem a g ainst another 
community provided, t hat in c a se such a b an is issued, 11 It 
--- i ·---- ---- . 
j 
=-====-r==-=== 
be publicly burned in the eyes oJ: all the peop le ••••• ~~ 
========~!'=-=~~~-=-=~=-=============~===~~~-=-=-~·=-=-=-==-=-=~-=-=-====== 
should 
in the courtyard of the Synagogue, and in the presence of 
the local Rabbi, who should publicly void the decision and 
the punishments contained in the ban."1 
In the Middle Ages, a practice was taking root of 
Rabbis, who wel"e very a.rL"'{ious to be chosen as the religious 
head of a particular community, buying their positions . or 
couPse this was revolting to the gl"e~t s piritual leaders of 
that era. Weisner recol"d.S a decision made by the esteemed 
R. Lippman Heller in 1637 who renewed the ban against 
Rabbis who bought theil" p ositions. This ban was valid for 
all of Poland and Russia. Such a ban protected the Jewish 
Comrnunity from the religious leadership not qualified nor 
devoted to the important task of being the Chief . Rabbi of 
their society. 
-------------
2. For a detailed account of t h e controversy see Marx and 
Margolis, 11 A History of the Jews " . pp 205-210. 
----·--------
J. Hailperin, 11 Pinl·Ws Vaad Arba Arotzos. n Under the year 
1621.~ . 
1. Engelman, liThe Rise of the Jew in the Western World." 
II 
I 
A similar injunction was established under the threat 
of the ban three years l ater by the Council of Four Lands 
to the effect that no Rabbi ·Should get a position as Rabbi 
by means or giving gifts or being involved in money deals, 
neither by him nor by other•s associated with him. 1 
Of course there were many cases where the Rabbi was 
in need of protection. The case of l?l'Zemysl, a town in 
Russia, presented an interesting problenl. The leaders of 
this comrnuni ty in 1718, refused to accept the Rabbi as the 
religious head of the co~nunity. TI1e Council of Four Lands 
put the leaders in Herem and protested the Rabbi 1 s authority 
in that town. 2 There is an interesting postscript to this 
story which also demonstrates how changing and flexible 
co~nunal leadership really can be. This srune tovvn received 
permiss ion from the coUilcil on August 11, 1741 to excom-
municate the Rabbi of an adjacent village (under its 
jurisdiction) who was appointed in 1740 without their per-
. . 3 IDJ.SSJ. One 
1. Hailperin. Under the year 1640. 
2. Ibid. Under the year 1718. 
3. Ibid. Under the year 1741. 
55. 
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In an era where the Rabbi was primarily a scholar and 
engaged on a bare subsistence income, he was dependent on 
the Council ror protection in case of a dispute with his 
cornnunity. So, around 1719, the Council or Four Lands 
ruled under the threat or a Herem, that ir the Rabbi or a 
city h a s a claim a gainst the Congregation, the Congregation 
is prohibited to accept a new Rabbi until the matter is 
settled. Tne ban is also a pplicable to the new Rabbi if 
he assumes his duties before the incumbent is ruled out .1 
This typ e of protection gave the Jewish community real 
stability and authorized leadership with the lea st amount 
of conrusion and panic. 
It is important to bea r in mind tha t in this era, 
pogroms and persecution were daily occurrences. It would 
be interesting for some expert to conjecture what the 
damage could have been if the Jewish community lacked this 
inner uni t y and established relig ious leadersh i p which was 
held secure in times of crisis by the powe r or the Herem. 
f.~ Ibid. Under t h e year 1719. 
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2. ~ LEADERSHIP 
In the pre-exilic period, the Herem was primarily in 
the hands of the ecclesiastical authorities. In the post-
exilic era, the laity began to assume leadership and 
jurisdiction in many matters. These leaders were naturally 
chosen or confirmed by the ruling power under which the Jews 
lived. From the very outset, the Jews exerted every effort 
and in~luence to maintain their legal autonomy though 
politically they would s wear complete allegiance to the 
ruling g overnment. Since the political structure throughout 
the Middle Ages per-.mi tted local autonomy, the Jews were able 
to continue their courts of law and cornnunal juris diction. 
Theodosius the Great (379-398) confirmed the rights of excom-
munication to the Patriarchs and the Primates on their 
communi ties, and at the same time he ~orbade the secular 
authorities of the government to meddle with the domestic 
I 1 af~airs of the Jews. Thus the basis for an authoritative 
lay leadership from the Jewish p opulation was established. 
Possessing the powers of the ban, the lay leaders could 
en~orce any ordinance they proclaimed. In most o~ the 
cases, the lay leaders worked harmoniously with the religious 
leaders. Most of the documents a re signed by the Rabbis and 
the communal leaders. 
1. Graetz. Vol. II p p 612-613. 
It is necessary to point out that the Patriarch had the 
authority to repeal a ban issued by a local head if the 
1 latter died before lifting the ban. Of course, a Rabbi 
who reached great populax•i ty and distinction in scholarship 
was often chosen by the community as its leader and spokes-
man . In Spain, for example, the practice was for the com:-
munity to appoint one of its members to act as its leader 
and it ve sted him with power by means of a SHTAR EPITROPOS 
which was a writ of administrator . In this docu.ment, he 
was permitted to wield the power of the Herem upon anyone 
who disobeyed him. 2 
We do have some interesting historical accounts of how 
some of the contmunal leaders individually used the Herem to 
check certain dissenters which they ruthlessly controlled 
without any trial whatsoever. I will cite one instance 
\ 
here. T'ne Exilarch David once sent hi s sons to levy an 
extraordinary contribution from the different cormnuni ties. 
When the corrnnuni t y at Fars ( Hamadan ) refused to comply, 
David excommunicated them, denouncing them to the Vizir, who , 
1. Ibid. pp, 552 
2. Asaf. Under Spain No. ~~ 
58. 
in turn, accused them before the Caliph. Tb.e Caliph i mposed 
a heaYy fine on them. In this way the Exilarch crushed 
their disobedience not by the use of the Herem between Jews 
but by bringing the ban to the attention of the government. 1 
This type of leadership was not in keeping with the entire 
making of Jewish self-government and shows how povrerful this 
authority could make a strong leader. 
Now in the Middle Ages, a very important functionary of 
the Je·wish community was the SHTADLAN, or Mediator, who 
represented the entire Jewish community or an individual Jew 
to the r uling lords or barons. The Council of Four Lands 
records t h e case of a SHTADLAN, R. Baruch Ha Levi who was 
put in Herem in 1700. He allegedly stole money from Jews 
and brought them great trouble . In the seventeenth centruy 
the heads of the Latvian communities permitted the SHTADLAN 
to rent out the poll tax in Warshaw and every precinct was 
obligated to pay their tax on time under the threat of the 
ban. 2 
------------
1. Graetz . Vol. III p . 174. Graetz comments: 11 T'ne 
Geonim of the tenth century had not a word to say against 
this! Saadya himself had to be :sflent. 11 
2. Dubnow, "Pinkos Hamedinah11 No.2 
II 
\I 6o. 
I 
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3. The Kahal (Communal Leadership) 
An English Rabbi once expressed the importance of the 
Kahal, the Jewish Congregation, by the follovdng : " Vi/here 
there is no Catholic priest, there is no Catholic church; 
where there is no Jewish Rabbi, there may be a Jewish Con-
gregation; but where there is no Jewish Congregation, there 
is no Rabbi."l It is to this all imp oi'tant central leader-
ship that YJe now turn to see how it used the Herem as its 
technique for social contro 1 as -v-vell as how the Herem was 
wielded by one Kahal u p on another. 
Where an individual leader became too rutluess , the 
Kahal inevit ably began a counter program to check him. Such 
II 
was the regulation by the Usha Sanhedrin . They passed a 
TAKKANA (Law) directed against R. Gamliel 1 s severe emp loyment ! 
of the interdict. 2 It decreed that no member of the I 
Sanhedrin should be excommunicated unless he actually 
despised and revolted against the whole Law, like King 
Jeroboam of Biblical days. Thus the unity of the Lav: . was 
so established tha t a difference of opinion 
3 
no longer i mplied 
the ruthless ban and a total break. 
1. Theodores, HThe Rabbinical Law of Excommunication" in 
11 English Sermons 11 • Vol. I, No . 19. 
2. See Section IV. A. I. 
3. R. Simon put R. Meir under the b an but was challenged 
on the basis of this Takkana. (Graetz Vol. II p . ~05). 
I 
II 
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The effectiveness of the Kahal in the Middle Ages wa s 
dependent u pon the loyalty of the members of the Jewish 
Community tov,rard their leaders and toward the ruling govern-
ment of the country in which they lived. In such a society 
there was room for divided loyalties where individuals would 
try to befriend the government and buy or bribe them for 
positions of Kahal leadership. It was of primary imp ort ance, 
therefore, for the Kahal to establish its o wn leaders and 
recognize no i ntruders. Thus, Dubnow records an edict issued 
by the Latvian Kahal in the seventeenth century in which no 
Jew was p ermi tted, under the penal ty of the b an. , to consp ire II 
against t h e seven Kah al l eaders in a ny way . If a ny individual 
had a valid cha r ge to make, it must be presented to the Kahal 
but t o go to the non-Jewish rulers is conspi r a cy. 1 In reg a rd 
to appoint ments, the Council of Four Lands issued a similar 
edict as early a s 1583 against anyone who went to the govern-
ment rulers to seek an appointment a s a leader of the Kahal. 
2 Such an act was puni she d b y the ban . 
1. Dubnow. No. 56 
2. Hailperin . Under the year 1583. 
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The Kahal deep ly res en ted f a vors showered on the rich 
members and usua lly put such recip ients under the b a n .3 
Such investitures often p l a ced a g re a ter burden on the Kahal 
who h a d t o account for these f a vors to the community members 
and in the case of taxes, the Kahal had to a ssume t h e ext r a 
burden. Ti1ore often i t me an t a double authority or leader-
ship which we akened the Kahal leadership as well as clisturbe 
the security of the members who did not sanction the recipiel~ 
of such inve s titures by the king. The Ana thema issued by I 
the Ra shbam and R. Tam plus one hunclred and fifty Rabbis in I 
I 
I 
the twelfth century was very strong in this matter . It reads : 
I 
11 In the name of God, any Jew to accept from the hands of a 
king or a p rince, a judicial office which would emp ower him 
with the right to fine, puni sh •••••• , in any manner whatso-
ever, his f ellow men (shall be banned) . Such an office 
should be bestowed u pon a man because of his incli vi dual 
imp ort ance by the entire Jewish communi ty.ul 
3. Pa rke s . 11 The Jew in the Medieval Cornmunityn . p.233. 
11 They continually demanded of the king the p romise not to 
exemp t any single member of their common burdentr . 
1. Takkanot Rabbenu Tam V1Haverov. Resp onse of Ivieir of 
Rothenburg , 4. 
62. 
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SYIIIODS 
One of the most vital institutions for regulating the 
Jevli sh communities of Germany and Fra nce were the Synods / 
representing the v a rious local communities of these countries ! 
These Synods were convoked from time to time and passed 
ordina nces to ans wer p a rticularly p ressing contempora ry 
religious and civil problems. These ordinances were called 
TAKKANOT and were enforced by the use of the Herem. Though 
many Synods were held in the Middle Ages , t v1o outsta nding 
periods will be discussed here. The first group of such 
ordinances were passed in the tenth century and are knovrn 
as the TAKKANOT RABBENU GERSHOM. When we say that R. Gershom 
established these ordinances, we mean of course that he was 
merely the prime move r . 11 The ordinance could only h ave been 
est abli shed b y a ssnod r e presenting the v a r i ous co~nvnities 
f or whom it was intended. 111 Thus, though we shall ref e r to 
one Rabbi, we have included these Takk anot in this section 
since we are really dealing with a legisla tive body and not 
in t h e rulings and the enforcements of these rules by one 
religious leader. The second major group of Synods were 
held t wo centuries later and are known as the French Synods 
insp ired by t h e school of' Rashi ( lOL,_l-1105). 
1. Finkelstein. p . 25. "R. Gersh om was calle d the ori ginato I 
~--=~-~=-~-=~~~- ::s t::r:::::~: which were passed by Synods that met under I 
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a. TAKKANO T RABBENU GERSHOM 
R. Gershom B. Judah of May ence (b. 960), recognizing 
tha t t h e Jewish Communities of his era were scatter ed a nd 
disunited, emb a r k e d u p on a tremendous task of uniting a s 
many clisp ersed communities a s possible by means of con vok ing 
Syno ds who could pass l aws nece s s a ry for their communitie s. 
Until his day, the center of a uthority had been ve s ted in 
the Palestinian and Babylon i an a cademies. Yet the times 
demanded drastic action and that he took. Primarily in the 
field of civil law, and in the ma tter of adap ting the Jevdsh 
laws of ma rri age an d divorce to t h e n ew conditions in 
Chri s ti a n countries, R. Gershom unde r took to introduce in-
nova tions. Finding himself with no other power tha n the 
soci a l co n trols embodied in the Shamta, he em:i_) loyed and 
develop ed the p owex' of excommunic a tion "as it never h a d been 
before his day." 1 
Th e best known of the s e ordinances i s tha t forbidding 
a p erson to marry more than one wife. Plura l marri age s h ad 
not been co~non for centuries in Israel. Nevertheless there 
among the we a lthier cla sses, and headed b y R. Gershom, the 
Synods he convoked formally ruled tha t only monog amy was 
p ermitted in Jewish life. Though n o p r ovi s ions for ex cep -
tiona l cas es s e ems to h a ve been made in the ori gi n a l Takkan a , 
j 
l. Ibid. p. 22. 
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it was doubtless believed that a 
ll 
similar Synod could amend I 
or repeal the law. Tilere arose many difficulties and 
exceptions had to be made but eventually this "Herem of R. 
Gersh om 11 gained the widest acceptance. 1 
Inextricably connected with the outlawing of bigamy 
is the Takkana promulgated by R. Gershom against compulsory 
divoPce. Biblical and Rabbinic law left the matter of 
divorce almost; comp letely in the hands of the husband and 
the new or dinance met this difficulty somewha t by forbidding 
any husb and to divorce his wife against her will . 
Some of the other major ordinances of the Synods as-
sembled b y R. Gershom and enforced by the Herem are: 
1. No one is permitted to insult converted Jews after t h eir 
2 
return to Judaism. 
2. A Jew was p rohibited to rent a house to a Gentile, who 
had unjustly ejected a former Jewish tenant. This Takkana 
indicates tha t even in those early centuPies the JeHish 
quart e r s we re very cra:mped. By this Herem the Jews could 
defend themselves against ruthless h ouse-owners. 
1. For a discussion of the various difficulties see Ibid. 
pp. 25-29. 
2. In his day, the nwnber of forced conversions must h a ve 
been considerable. The Takkana protected not merely those 
who had been converted by physical forces, but a ls9 those 
who left the fold because of other circumstances. \Ibid. 
pp .Jl, 179 .) 
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3. A Jev; was forbidden to read the letters of anoth er with-
out p ermission. In an age when mail was delivered by mes -
sengers such a sanction was necessary to curb the cur i osity 
of t h e messenge r s. 
4. Anyone losing a n object may publicly declare a Herem in 
the Synag ogue compelling any p erson h aving knowledge of the 
finder, t o i nform against him. One cou ld n ot be an "in-
active" resident of t h e community; each member shared the 
resp onsibility of keeping it just. 
b. THE FRENCH SYNODS 
The French Synods were called by the leaders of t h e 
Rash i school , R. Samuel b. I/Ie ir (d. 1160) and his f amous 
brother R. Jacob Tam (1100-1170). Because of the g enius 
and learning of R. Tam, the ordinances of these Synods were 
called the Takk anot of Rabbenu Tam. The first Synod was 
T-
1 
held about the year 1150 and the second was held after R. I 
II 
Samuel's death (after 1160 ) in the city of Troyes. ~ne Synodk 
'I 
were compo sed by representatives of French and German Jevvish I 
communi ties. There we1~e about one hundre d and fifty Rabbis 
p resent. Their decisions were emp owered through the t hreat 
of exco~~unic ation. Of the first Synod the text of an edict 
of excornmuni c a tion against info~mers and traitors is e x t a n t. 
At the second Synod the r uling was established tha t the Herem 
was to be pronounced u p on anyone wh o d a red find fault with a 
bill of divorce af ter it had been delivere d to the wife. 
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~~- In this way, all confusion and social disorder was a verted 
I when an il .... rated husband or relative would challenge the 
decision of the Jewish Court after a divorce was issued. 
The Synods held in Europe tlu ... oughout the Middle Ages 
were indicative of the ability of these con~muni ties for 
self-g overnment. From this point of view, it was fortuna te 
that Jewry p ossessed the institution of the Herem by •Nhich 
it could institute new ordinances as well as Peinforce old 
II-= 
I 
ones. The suffering s of a soci ally ostPacised member . I was so 
intensive that the mere threat of such sanctions made these 
Taldm.nas a vwrldng standard for communal activity. Agai n 
it must be emphasized that in the hands of a ltruistic leaders 
the Herem served a pos itive purpose as has been demonstra ted 
above . 
One of the signs of a strong con@unity government is its 
ability to render decisions in cases of court action. From 
the start, the Kahal insisted on Jewish coupts. Under t h e 
ban, no Jew was to liti gate in a Gentile court. 1 This made 
the Jewish Community self-sufficient in all legal matters. 
Along with the ban came various fines as well . 
1. Asaf . Under 11 FPance 11 , no . 109; Levitats, "The Jewish 
Community in Russia. p. 203. 
According to a ruling of the Council of Four Lands, only 
one judge was al loted by the Kahal to a district. The case 
is mentioned of the district of Pozan who had two judges and 
the Herem was declared by the Council not only on the second 
judge but on all Jews Y.rho brought their cases before him. 1 
An example of the extent to which the Counc i l w ould go 
to maintain the order and dignity of the comnunal leaders is 
found in a report documented by Hallperin of the year 1683 . 
A list of exco~muni cated individuals was found in whi ch many 
communal le a ders were involved. Since the publi c a tion of 
such a list would disrup t the peace of the community, it was 
decided by the Counc i l to keep this quiet but one 11 scoundrel 11 
published the list and caused g reat confusion and havoc. 
Even the g overnment was alarmed and sought to clear the 
2 leaders. Na turally, the i nforraer was ostraci zed. 
In order to appreci a te how effective the He rem c ould be 
in normal situations, a word must be said about inter-com-
munity relations. From a legal poj_nt of view, the ban was 
binding only u pon the members of the community whose leaders 
issued the edict. However in many instan ces, communities 
1. Ha i l perin . Under t h e ye a r 1713. 
2. Ibid. Under the year 1683. 
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would join to give the ban a greater e£rect. Thus for 
example, the Krakow com.muni ty in 1583 ruled that they would 
recognize the ban issued by another community and would even 
pronounce it anew. 1 Out of pressure by the Ashkenazic 
leaders, . the Spanish authorities enforced the Herem of R. 
~ 
Gershom on such German Jews who crune under their jurisdictio~ 
This policy was strengthened in 1695 by a decision of the 
Latvian cornrnuni ties in which all communi ties were to an-
nounce the ban promulgated by a local community.3 
1. Ibid. Under the year 1583. 
2. Finkelstein. P . 29. In Spain, polygamy was permitted 
though it vras obsolete. 
3. Dubnow. No. 876. 
B. RELIGION 
T'.o.e Herem was used as a relig ious control throughout 
the Middle Ages. Intrinsic in the entire institution of 
excommunication was the obedience to the org anized r elig ion 
of t h e grou p . Though Juda ism permitted a variety of thought 
on r elig i ous mattePs it tenaciously insisted on a unified 
p p a ctice within the com~unity particularly in matters of 
do @na or doctrine. The religion of Isra el wa s the p re-
dominant modus vivendi of the medieva l Jewish community so 
it wa s inevit able tha t one of the major functions of the 
Herem wa s to safeguard the tradition of such a religious 
soci e ty. The p ressures of the dominant religious cul-ture s 
wi -t h in wh i ch the exiled Jewish community found itself no 
doubt accentua ted this insistence on a complete adhe r ence to 
the p ract i ces of the Jewish majority . The phenomena l f a ct 
is t h at the Jewish community did not assimil a te in view of 
the ever i ncreasing p ogroms and p ersecutions. 
Of cours e this was not only true of the Jewish community 
Jame s Parkes points out a typ ical example tha t Christians 
were excommunicated by the Church if they consorted ivi th 
Jews. 1 In an a g e of relig i ous fana ticism and brutality, the 
surviva l of Juda ism de p ended on the insistence of reli g ious 
practices and beliefs though the reward was often death. 
1. Parke s , p. 21L_. 
' - I 
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Thus, an individual who challenged a ritual practice or a ! 
particular doctrine ilThu ediately endangered the safety of 
that community . 
i! 
It must be made cle a r that discussions and controversies!. 
always · existed and were permitted. It was only vvhen an I! 
individual boldly and openly defied the Rabbinic authorities 
in prac tice tha t he was excmmnunicated. The Herem never 
was p ronounced for thinking ; only when a deed was done in 
defiance of the accepted norm was the ban issued. 
There are two aspects of the Herem involved in the a rea 
of religion. First, the Herem was issued when a religious 
ritua l or belief was defiled. Second, the Herem, a s a means 
I 
of socia l control, also denied the excommunicated pers on manyl 
reli gious acts and services . 
In my rese arche s on related data I was impressed with 
the almost complete silence of t h e sources a s regards the 
use of the Herem on individuals who rebelled against the 
prevalent religious practices. Only on rare occasions did a 
Jew defy his tradition. The outstanding cases of Sp inoza 
and De Costa will be discussed lat.er . Perhap s the fe 'lv who 
did have sucl1. rebellious intentions would not da r e defy the 
Herem and its consequences. From time to time sects aros e 
1. I do no t speak here of forced b aptism or conve rsions . 
Jewish history neve r condenmed this, but, as in the case of 
the Maranos, glorified their h idden loyalty to Judaism. 
·=~~=-'·---
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which were bent on breaking a way or of reint e rp r eting the 
reli gious norms of the Rabbina t e . Furious battles were 
sorneti1nes waged and bans were follo wed by counter b ans. In 
many inst ances much of the da t a vm s burned in the 11 clea nup 11 
proce sseS after t h e fury was over. 
This section is arbitrarily divided into four parts 
for t h e purp ose of analysis. First, we shall consider the 
limited materi a l on the use of the Herem in Ritual. Sec ond, 
the use of the Her,;m in and by the SJma gogue. The other two 
parts 'ivill deal with s ects a nd the fe 'N individua ls who 
openly defied t h e Jewish r e ligion a nd the corm.nuni ty. 
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1. RITUAL 
R. Hai Goan in the fir st half of the eleventh century 
drew a distinction in the ritual between flogging and the 
Herem. Though flogging was not permitted on the Sabbath,l 
it was permitted to exco~~unicate on the Sabbath and 
holidays. The Latvian co~nunities would excommunicate any-
one whom the Kahal and its Rabbi proved to be sinning. 2 
The requirements of the Sabbath observance forbade the 
cooking of food. In Poland, in the sixteenth century, rich 
Jews or restaurant owners began to hire non-Jews to cook for 
them on the Sabbath. In the year 1590, the Council of Four 
Lands, under the penalty of the Herem, would not p ermit a 
J ew to hire a non-Jew to cook for him on the Sabbath. 
A very interesting comment is recorded as made by R. 
Moses Isserles (1530-1572) in regard to oaths . In accor-
dance with Jewish law, the utterance of God's name validated 
an oath prima facie and this oath was binding unless re-
tracted in the presence of a small court . Isserles stated 
that, before his time, a man was exco~nunicated for merely 
using God's nrune in vain (that is, he made an oath). Now, 
the Rabbis are not so strong in their punishment but he 
recommends that the pious should consider themselves ba1~ed. 
1. Asaf . No. 30. His reason being that flogging was in 
X·ieu of the death penalty. 
2. Dubnow, No. 873. Records of the year 1695. 
1 
I 
They were to take off their shoes, sit on the floor, and 
arrange to have 3 men ( a small co~rt ) free them. 
It is a common axiom of sociology that the environment 
always has an influence on people . Though the Jews lived 
apart from the rest of the townspeople yet they were 
evidently subject to the s ame chaJ:'llls and superstitions that 
the Christian neighbors believed in. In 1752, the Council 
of Four Lands strongl y excmmnunicated anyone who wrote 
superstitious charms and lockets. This must have been a 
widespread pr actice in some parts of Poland for a similar 
ban was issued in 1753 . 
In Section II, the elements of the Herem were discussed 
in which it was shovm how the excommunicated person was 
ostra cized from participating in any of the public r eligi ous 
services or practices. It should be noted however that as 
a Jew, he was still required to observe the ritual privately. 
2. THE SYNAGOGUE 
The Synagogue served as more than just a p l ace or 
worship . It was the center of all co~nunal activities, 
relig ious, social, p olitical, and educ ational. By re.fusing 
to admit a banned individual into the Synagogue life , the 
co~munity leaders dealt a death blow to the ostraci zed 
member, for there was hardly a conrraunal function that did 
not center around the Synagogue. 
There seems to be many indications, however, that in 
many of the c~ses of the Herem, where no great breach was 
involved, the congregation did not deliberately bar anyone 
from the services. Vfuere the reason for the ban was not a 
relig ious one, the a verage Jew could not bring himself to 
exclude a fellow J ew from prayer . The Council of the Jews 
in the Latvian Co~munities proclaimed in 1662, that the 
leaders of each congregation and community are obligated to 
take greater precaution to prohibit all banned individuals 
from entering the Synagogue. If the banned forced their 
wa y i n, the l eaders should not hesitate to seize them and 
forcibly exclude t h em. In·: case the leaders are in Herem 
and refuse to leave the Synagogue, the other Synagogue 
officials may refuse them p ermission to enter. 1 
1. Asaf. No . 143. 
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The Herem was also used ·Oo protect the Synagogue as the II 
central communal authol"i ty on religious matters. From 1662, 11 
no member of the Portuguese synagogue in London could form 
a new Synagogue. However, in 1842, a new reform Synagogue 
was opened. Consequently, the Herem was pronounced on e a ch 
person who left the established Synagogue to join t h e new 
one. 
was 
This ban lasted a year before it was lifted since it 
totally ineffective. 1 This same attitude 'Nas demonstra te a 
in the eighteenth century in Portugal when the ban was 
pronounced on any public prayer service (with a Minyan) not 
held in the established Portuguese Synagogue. 2 
It is interesting to note that in these last t wo cases 
the ban was ineffective because there were enough people who 
opposed it. This has always been the test of the Herem. · It 
was effective as a social control when the conwunity members 
recognized it as valid. Vfuen enough of the constituent 
members discarded the ban, it was almost useless as a 
weapon for social ostracism. 
1. Weisner cites the entire incident to show how the ban 
lost its former power in the 19th century. 
2. Weisner here claims it was not enforced. 
The Manchester Synagogue in 1854 adopted a new prayer 
book and vias banned by the leaders of the British Jewish 
Congregations. The battle that was waged is emotionally 
discussed by T. ~~eodores in a lecture delivered in 
Manchester on January 29, 1854.1 
1. T. T:r"leodores, "The Rabbinical Law of Excommunication" 
in "English Sermons", Vol. I. No. 19. In this lecture, the 
entire authority of the right to excommunicate is attacked 
and denied. 
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3. SECTS 
The Jewish group, a s many other complex group s, g a ve 
rise t h roughout its long history to many different sects , 
each believi n g tha t its interpretation of Judaism and Jewish 
life wa s the only solution to salvation an d survival . By 
way of example , the earliest Christians v11ere actually Judeo-
Chri s tians. They were a sect within the total communal 
framework of the Jewish Community . Only later did it make 
a break and was look ed u p on as an alien and somewhat hostile 
group . 
Most often, these sects tha t arose within the Jewish 
group were actua lly va ri a tions of the general social and 
religious structure and as such were accep table to the com-
munity at l a r g e . To revert b a ck again t o p re-Christian days , 
the Roman p eriod in Palestine is knovm to have given rise to 
scores of sects which were never outlawed by the Comrauni ty--
The Sadducees, Pharisees, Essenes, Pietists . Ho·wever, from 
time to time, a sect would become very p opular and i n its 
extreme te a ching s and actions woul d defy the sta tus quo . 
Such sects could always be checked by anathemas. Look ing 
back, perhaps many injustices were done to noble souls , but 
generally s peaking , it was this typ e of communal control 
which saved the Jewish Community in the da rk trouble s of 
medieva l days from being overcome by irra tional a nd ex treme 
sects which arose because of the intensive persecutions and 
hard times. 
The three major sects which came under the ban were the 
Messianic group s, the Kabbalistic, and the Hasidic sects.l 
a. Messianic Groups 
In critical times, the sweet promises of Messianic 
group s attracted many adherents. The masses of people , 
destitute, broken, and hopeless , needed something to hold 
on to or else suicide en masse would have been inevitable. 
It was at such low times that false Messiahs arose who 
promised salvation to these stricken Jewish co~nunities. 
Such an imp oster was Sabbatai Zevi who was born in 16L~1 in 
Smirna. At the age of sixteen, he thought he was a p rophet 
and the Messiah . He read God's name in full as did the High 
Priest of old in the Sanctuary. 
The Rabbis called him to cour·t but he did not app ear so 
a Herem was pronounced upon him. He was declared 11 free 11 
(that is , anyone could ldll him on payment of a small fine) . 
1. I am omitting the Karaite group from this analysis 
because they were really not considered as a part of the 
Jewish community in the Middle Ages . It should be noted, 
however , that they were under an aLmost continual ban. As 
late as 1816, Krochmal was excommunicated in Lemberg by the 
local Rabbi f or affiliation with the Karaites . (Weisner). 
No one dared, however, to attack him, this Herem a gainst 
Sabbatai Zevi and his sect was repeated for 150 years. Rabb · 
Jacob Chagin in Jerusalem also banned him. 
By 1666, he was too powerful and the ban did not have 
any effect. As has been pointed out, no ban was effective 
in the Jewish community unless the people themselves were 
willing to accept and abide by it. Such action however ofte 
led t o a split in the community--those who observed the ban 
and those who ignored it. It was this 11 democratic 11 feature 
of the Herem which often rendered the ban ineffective and 
finally accounted for its disuse. 
Na than of Gaza, Sabbatai Zevi's right hand man, was 
banned by the community of Adrinople. However, in Venice 
in 1668, the ban was removed because of mental illness. 
All the charms and writings of the Sabbatai Zevi move-
1 
ment were banned again as late as 1756. 
_______ ___ _ .. 
1. The Pinkos ~ Daled Arotzot records many bans against 
this Messianic Sect. 
Bo. 
b. Kabbalistic Sect 
The Kabbalists were Mystics vvho attempted to derive 
mystical revelations from traditional Jewish literature. 
Mystics always existed in Jewish life and they were natural l 
opposed by the rationcli scholars who considered many of their 
utterings heresy. In about 1565, the Zohar, which v1as the 
text of this sect, was about to be printed in Mantua and it 
was put in Herem. Weisner records three possible reasons for 
the ban: 
1) ll1ey did not want to subject the Zohar to the same 
fate which befell the Talmud. The Talmud was burnt in 1559. 
2) In the process of printing, pages would be torn and 
this was sacriligious. 
3) This text may lead to heresy. This was undoubtedly 
the real reason. .The Rabbis felt it would be better to 
conceal the Manuscri p t or even burn it. 
A great Kabbalist was Moses Haim Luzzato who was born 
in Padua in 1707. The German Rabbis put his writings in 
Herem. I n Ita ly he was saved from the ban through the 
intervention of his teacher R. Bossan of Reggio on the 
promise b y oath that he (Luzzato) would give them all his 
Kabbalistic writings and ref'rain f'rom pre aching it. However 
1 
he would not k e ep such a promise. 
------------
1. Weisner. p. 84. 
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c. Hasidic~ 
The Hasidic Movement still has many aill~erents i n Jewish 
life a nd has made a lasting impression on Judaism. It was 
founded at the beginning of the 18th century by Israe l of 
Moldavia, reverently known as the Baal Shem Tob (The "Master 
of a Good Nrune 11 ) . Israel substituted a warm emotiona l 
mysticism for the arid scholasticism which he attacked. 
"His basic concept was the omnipresence of God, i n a ll the 
universe, in mind and in matter, in every relationship, in 
evil as in good ••••• Is rael drew corollaries from it which 
made a metaphysical system into a practica l way of life. 111 
He favored living one's life fearlessly and cheerfv.lly, and 
to accep t the inevitable with resignation. 
Thousands u p on thousands flocked to him and to his 
disciples. The Rabbis re cognized in Hasidism a dangerous 
enemy of rational Judaism. In 1772, Elijah of Vilna de-
clared a Herem a ga inst the Hasidic adherents. The Herem was 
against the introduction of new prayers, noisemaking during 
the services, and the wearing of white garments . Because of 
their cus toms and emotional ways , it wa s also prohibited to 
invite a Hasid to a Sabbath meal. 
A reconciliation· eventually took place maong Hasidic 
circles and Hasidism became a part of Jewish life. The 
1. A. Sachar , "A History of the Jews 11 , N.Y. 1946. p. 265. 
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Hasidic Movement has h a d a gre a t and lasting influence on 
Judai sm in the las t century. However, the Hasidic Sect 
today is ve ry small and does not possess the spirit a nd 
crea tivity of the Hasidism of the nineteenth century. 
L~. RATIONALISTS, SCTENTISTS, AND REFORMERS 
One of the most heated series of controversies in all 
of Jewish life was the Maimonidean Controversy in -,vhich the 
Herem was hurled by both crunps and even across national 
borders. Backed by the precedent of Pope Gregory directing 
the University of Paris to adhere sl:;rictly to the Canon of 
the Lateran Council which forbade certain philosophical 
writings on peril .of excora:munication, R. Solom of Montpellier 
in conjunction with his two pupils R. Jonah Gerondi and R. 
David b. Saul, pronounced a b an in 1232 against all t h ose who 
read Maimonides' worke, against the study of anything but the 
Bible and Talmud, and against all distorters of the plain 
literal sense of Holy Writ. The Tosafist school of Northern 
Fra nce si ded with the ban . This of course evoked a counter-
ban by the followers of Maimonides in the conununities of 
Provence , Lunel, Beziers, and Narbonne . 
Basically the problem was one of fearing the consequence 
of the traditional way of life of the Jewish Communities once 
the rational and scientific schools of their day p enetra ted 
the sacred literature of the past. New concepts and new 
ideas implied new customs and social and religious norms. 
We find this battle waged against the study of science when 
in July 26, 1305, Ben Adret superceded a milder ban on the 
reading of books on the natura l sciences by banning the study 
of all sciences. vilhoever read any scientific book before 
a g e of 25 vms liable to exconu11unication. T'.o.is ban was in 
the I 
I 
BLL. 
rorce ror one half a century according to Graetz . Only the 
study of I\Iedicine was permitted. 
Time solved the problem however a nd Rationalism became 
an integral part or Jewish thought with the years . Com-
muni ties established schools in which l'Jiaimonides' works and 
those or his followers round an eminent place. They became 
the basic texts of rurther study and research. 
~No great philosophers and thinkers suffered excommunica-
tion by the Jewish Community in the Middle Ages . Uriel De 
Costa was excommunicated by the Jewish community in Amster-
darn for pr•eaching and writing a gainst the laws and customs or 
the Jews. De Costa retracted and or course, the b an was 
lirted only to be reuttered when a jealous relative slande red 
him. Again he repented and this severer ban was lifted. 
Unfortunately, however, De Costa did not have the fortitude 
of' our second thinker and he broke down, t1~ying to kill this 
relative. · 'Nhen tllis failed he killed himself in 1640 . 
Our second individual was Baruch Spinoza, a world-
famous philosopher, who was born in 1632 and also lived in 
Amsterdam. Spinoza renounced the religious tenets of the 
Synagogue what was considered in those days as heresy . He 
lived and acted in defiance of the Jewish laws and customs . 
A ban was pronounced upon him in 1656 .1 Unable to live any 
1 . This ban written in Spanish was found in 1862 in a 
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longer as a Jew, he converte d to Christianity, went to 
Hague and became a glassworker until 1677 when he died of a 
bre as t ailment. 
Latin translation (Weisner). 
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C. ECONOMY 
Under conditions of a very precarious economy, when the 
average Jew could barely earn a meagre livlihood, the need 
for certain controls within the group itself made the Herem 
an important institution for economic controls. Only such 
a punishment as social ostracism was strong enough to 
adequately control the economic structure feeble as it was . 
To be sure, economic conditions in general , under a feudal 
system, were not laudatory. But the extreme pressure p l aced 
on the Jew made his economic security even more preca rious. 
A sudden pogrom stage d a t the 1Nhim and fancy of an 
aviriciou s lord or jealous priest would impoverish an entire 
Jewish community. A slanderous blood libel would sap and 
milch the Jewish comraunity of their life's savings and pos -
sessions. Under such conditions, a set of laws dealing with 
the economy of the Jewish community had to be set up by its 
leaders and maintained in any crisis. 
There are four major areas in which the Herem vms 
employed most effectively, and for which a wealth of data is 
available. First and f oremost, all business was kept in 
check under the HePem. The owner and the consumer were 
mutually protected by this authority vested in the Je-v-rish 
community itself. In a p revious chapter, an analysis of 
the Herem Hayyishub was made. The second area of control 
by the Herem was residence within the Jewish COIJl._rnunity. 
This, as has been shown, was basic to the economic survival 
of the group . 
The Jewish community was always the subject of severe 
taxes which often drained the Jews dry . The means of 
levying and collecting most of the taxes were in the hands 
oi' the Jews themselves. In an age when taxes were r ·ar.·med 
out by the government special care had to be taken for 
injustices. Finally, with the development of printing, 
and with no copyright laws in effect, as vre have them, the 
Herem served to protect authors for certain designated p eri -
ods. 
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1. BUSINESS 
Weisner mentions the fact that prices were generally 
fixed in the market places and no variance was permitted 
under threat of excommunication. In Greece this pri ce 
fixation was known by two names--Trikala and Larissa. The 
contract in all business dealings was the writ or f a ith, so 
to speak, between the parties. In all contracts, the 
conditions therein were enforced on the power of the ban. 
The Council of Four Lands records an agreement made 
among Jews not to do business with genti les nor to deal wi th 
gentile workers. Two reasons for this are possible. Any 
dispute that might arise from such a deal would either 
involve the Jevv in a Gentile court or cause difficulty to 
the entire Jewish conMunity. Also, there may have been a 
great need to supply goods to the Jews at that time . 1 
Real estate always had to be subject to special controls 
since the geographical area of the Jewish community as a 
whole was involved. Any land transaction which would confuse 
the community by its trickery was prohibited under the threat 
2 
of a Herem. This restriction was based not on any class 
basis but for the practical purpose of protecting themselves 
during persecutions. A non-Jew in their midst could a l ways 
make trouble for them or charge exorbitant rentals. 
1. Hailperin, Law promulgated before 1618. 
2. Asaf, under Krakow //146 . 
Though usury is a Biblical prohibition among Jew·s, they 
were forced to resort to this work in order to survive. As 
was the case in Fra nce, the Christians fared better when 
usury was in the h a nds of the Jews than when the church took 
it over. This was one of the re a sons why the Jews were re -
called to p l a ces tha t p reviously expelled them. Certain 
laws of usury were enforced by the Herem such as the ruling 
in Kr akow that usury to non-Jews could not be less than 12 
p ercent. 1 
There was a strong b an on Kinyonot which was .any con-
spiracy to defraud and divide the p rofits. TI1e reas on gi ven 
by the Council of Four Lands was 11 for it is a danger to 
Israel 11 • 2 
Weisner records the controls made under a Herem on the 
cloth manufacturers in Adrinople where many Jews were 
engag ed in this business. Under the thre a t of the b an , they 
were prohi bited to sell sheep wool to non-Jewish manufacturer • 
An interesting corollary to this is the ruling that no Jew 
above ten ye a r s of age was allowe d to wear sheep woolen 
garments not manufa ctured locally. But this b an was lifted 
later by Rabbi Lew bec ause of the disadvantage to many 
1. Ibid, under It a ly #37. The b a sis for this law is in 
Baba Metzia 1 08 but there only the b an is written; flogging 
is not menti oned. Thi s resp onsum belongs to R. IVIeshullam 
ben R. Kalon~aous. 2. Hailperin, under 1671. 
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citizens. 
A sale involving a non-standard 1neasure or size was 
1 prohib ited by a Herem. 
In Krugloe, Russia, the secret ban was pronounced 
against those who negotiated with the Lord or Baron about 
2 liquor farming without first informing the Kahal. 
Profe ssor Alexander Marx records a very interesting 
case of the use of the Herem in Ferrara, Italy to check the 
business exploits of one of its wealthy and pmv-erful leaders, 
~manuel da Norsa. 3 
The Jewish Courts used the Herem to amend any mis-
demeanors in business. A litigant who refused to come to 
court to settle a business problem was f i ned and banned. 
1. Dubnow, #70. 
2. Margolis, "Geshikhte Fun Yidn in Rusland11 , p . 378 ff. 
and LSvitats, p. 219. 
3. Marx A, "A Jewish Cause Celebre in 16th Century Italy". 
pp. 107-155 in "Studies in Jewish History and Booklore 11 , 
N.Y. 1944. 
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2. TAXES 
Taxa tion and fines from the Jews were the easie s t means 
by whi ch t h e feuda l lords and the church lea ders could raise 
money. Since the dangers of having the collection of taxes 
in t h e h ands of non-Jews were recogn.i zed, it was considered 
most imp ortant to accep t a total tax levy for the enti r e 
Jewi sh comraunity. Thus the individual levy and collection 
was left in the h ands of the Jews themselves. In the long 
run this p roved to be more Just and indeed safer. 
Since the method of taxation was by f arming the t ax to 
individuals, the comrnuna l le a ders would appoint t ax farmers 
and emp ower them to collect tax es under the thre a t of a 
Herem . These collectors were not permitted to collect a tax 
for items prohibited by the Council of Four Lands. 1 The 
collectors also were subject to t h e ban for such violat i ons. 
A c as e is recorded in 1.599 where a tax farmer was collecting 
more tha n the s pecified t ax he vms assigned to collect. VJ11.e 
2 
c au ght, he was banned and a lso had to return the excess. 
There were many methods of levying the t axes f a irly. 
Posener explains a coimaon and p opul a r method used in Fra n ce. 
1. Asaf , under KI'ak ow, #ll.~6. 
2. Ha ilp erin, under 1.599 . 
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The system of communal taxation at Avignon was the same as 
that which ex i s ted in Nice before 1785. Each member of the 
community declared, on oath and on p ain of excormnunica tion, 
the value of his assets and paid three livres per 100 c r ovm s 
if his fortune did n ot exceed 3, 000 to 18,000 crowns. It 
was a progressive t a.'C of 1%, l t%, 21& accor ding t o the amount 
of capi tal. 1 
The Council of Four Lands proh ibited Jews from being 
liquor tax f armers in Poland under the penal ty of the Herem . 
The re as on for t h is restriction i s of b a sic interest fi'om 
the p o i nt of view of community organi zation. A great deal 
of bribery was n e eded in order to get such an appointment 
from ' the lord. Also the risks and dangers of the job were 
only worth while if a g reater tax wa s extorted than wa s 
equitable. So that , 11 in order to streng then the J ewish com-
m1-mi ty in Poland, it was necessary to control a ll t hose who 
were money ma d . and 'bribers, etc. for they present great 
danger to the safety of t he Jews ." 2 
1. Posener, S. 11 The J ewish Life of the Jewi sh Communities 
in France in the 18th Centuryn. 
2. Hailoerin, under 1581. 
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3. RES TDENCE 
The Herem Hayyishub was an economic necessity during 
the Middle Ages. This residential permit; enabled a p overty 
stricken Jewish community to keep from being overrun by 
investors and from being the victims of cutthroat co'"npeti tio 
As h a s been p o :Lnted out, the Herem Hayyishub was the inde-
p endent counterpart of the guild system and basic to the 
Jewish e·conomy. A typical ruling of Krakow rea ds : "If a 
ma n comes to reside in our community vri thout a communal righ 
of residence and without a permit from the comJnunal leaders, 
he s h all be b anned from the congregation of Israel--his son 
shall not be circumsized, nor shall he be buried in a Jewish 
cemetery, nor shall any one rent him a house , nor visit him 
at his h omen .l 
In Venice in 15~-6, a ruling was p assed stating tha t no 
J ew vv- as permitted to rent a place to live with out t he per-
mission of the co~~unity. A case is recorded of a Dr. 
Joseph who rented houses from Christians and thus damage d 
the conununi ty in some way . Weisner states that he \'las con-
sequently excommunicated. One must bear in mind tha t the 
area allotted to the Je~s for residence was very small and 
the J ewish p opul a tion was ever increas i ng so that every 
corner of s pace wa s most valuable. 
1. As a f, under Kra kow ;#150 . 
In Salonica, no Jew was permitted to rent a place to 
live or for business purposes from a non-Jevi, which another 
Jew had before him unless thre e years had passed. Weisner 
exp l a ins that this ruling was made to a void any cutthroat 
bargaining among Jews to r•ent places from a non-Jew. 
The Rabbinic a l authorities did what they could to warn 
J ews against settlement in p laces whe re the ruler had 
seriou sly maltreated his Jews. This they did by p l a cing 
settlement in such a territory under the ban. Hmvever to 
a void any h a rdship , this ban was v alid only during the life-
time of the offending ruler . 
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L:-• PRINTING Al\fD CENSORSHIP 
One of the most admirable uses of the Herem was as a 
copyright for scholars who invested all their money into 
the printing of an original work or editing a sacred book. 
This control was an integra l part of the work accomplished 
by ~he Council of Four Lands. 
The first case on record is recorded in 1594. Tne 
Council moved tha t no book may be printed without the p er-
mission of the Rabbis and the leaders . If the printer goes 
ahead without such permission, he and his business were 
1 banned. This move was more in the form of censorship .--
A translation of the Bible was made in Ashkenaz by R. 
Jacob ben R. Isaac of Janow (possibly near Lublin in Poland) 
and was called 11 Sefer HaMagid 11 • T'ne authorities gave him a 
patent for six years in vr hich no one could print a simila r 
book under the penalty of the Herem. This ruling covered all 
of Poland. 
In 1617, the Council permitted R. Shabtai ben Isaac, a 
Safer, to print his commentary and prt-J.yer book. Because of 
the exprenses and toil involved in writing this book, no one 
was permitted to print another prayer book until all of this 
edition '<Vas sold. If this rule were violated, the auth or, 
2 printer, and buyer were subject to the ban. 
1. Hailperin, under 1594. 
2. Ibid, under 1617. 
In 1642, in a similar case of R. Nahum Madpis from 
Krakow, he was given s i x years to sell his edition of h is 
Mahzor and Siddur. However, alongside the penalty of 
anathema was added a fine of 100 florins. 1 
Sabbatai Kohen Zedek , a distinguished author on monetar-;y/ 
laws, was likewise protected until his edition was comple tel~ 
2 
sold out. 
In 1663, the Council protected two editors of the 
11 Shulchan Aruk 11 for ten years. They prin·[jed this edition at 
their ovm expense. Another edition of the Ashkenazie 
translation of the Bible was given similar protection. 3 
In the eighteenth century, printed books were protected 
for fifteen years and as much as t wenty-five years for the 
Talmud (in 1751). 
1. roid, under 1642 
2. Ibid, under 1654 
3. Ibid, under 1663 and 1671. 
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D. THE FAMILY 
The family in Jewish life has always been a very stable 
and authorita tive institution. The Jewish community was 
actually composed of a number of well establ'ished families. 
It was patri archal in character but the mother als o played 
a prominent role as well, especially in the management of 
the house. The father however was the master of the house 
and his sons second in imp ortance. Inheritance, . reli g ious 
duties, and the family name follov;ed the paternal line. The 
individual family member was dependent to a large extent on 
his family. In the smaller conununities where only a limited 
number of Jews lived, frunilies were usually united by 
constant intermarriage within the group . This streng thened 
the bonds and led to greater coopera tion in comnunal organ-
ization. 
Living in Europe as a minority, this characteristic of 
having a closely lmi t fam.ily life aided in their survival 
and in their social activity. A happy event was a family 
celebration; a sad occurrence was a family tragedy. It is 
not strange, therefore, to see how anxious the Jewish com-
munity always was to maintain a stabile set of mores and 
laws regarding marriage and family life. Though divorce is 
per se a katabalistic proce ss in marriage, the Rabbis always 
approved of divorce where the stability of the family was 
threatened. 
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TI1e Jewish family was recognized as a social, moral, 
and religious relationshi p and as such the Herem was used to 
maintain it as the most important institution. Public 
opinion on the validity of certain marital rel a tionship s 
was checked by the use of the Herem. Marital responsibili-
ties were i mpo sed and maintained also by means of anathema . 
I have divided this social a rea for analysis into two 
subdivisions. First, some data on marriage and divorce and 
second, an analysis of some of the problems of family re-
lationships and responsibilities . 
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1. MARRIAGE !liQ DIVORCE 
Because of the sacred and moral attitude with which the 
Jews looked upon marriage, every conceivable effort was made 
to protect a man and a woman living together as man and wife. 
To this end a l .. uling was made in Krakow to excommunicate any 
person who will utter slander on the betrothal proceedings o 
. . . d 1 a v1rg1n or a Wl ow. By slander, the Jewish law me ant 
statements to the effect tha t the betrothal was not v a lid in 
the first place because of a flaw of some sort. 
In order to avert any p ossibility of questioning the 
validity of a betrotha l or the morality of the parties , a 
law was issued whereby no Jew may betroth a Jevress except 
in the presence of ten people and under a canopy. This 
ruling was backed up by a Herem involving not only the bride 
and groom but also the witnesses. Besides the ban, a flog-
2 
ging also took place. This order was to check the prom.ls-
cuity which was rruapant at the time. 
A ban was also imposed u pon R. Mordecai Hamburger by 
the Rabbi and Congregation of London for questioning the 
validity of a divorce issue d by their rabbi.3 Another great 
1 . Asaf , under Krakow #146. 
2. Dubnow, #43· 
3. Asaf , #128. 
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rabbi, Kreskas, ma rried the daughter of his Halitza (i.e. 
the dau ghter of his widowed sister-in-law, the wife of his 
late brother.) This marriage was p ermi t ·ced by the loc a l 
authorities of Avignon but vv-as challenged by De Latas, the 
rabbi of Bologna . Karo, the renowned codifier from Sa fed, 
ruled that Kreskas had to divorce his wife under the pena lty 
of the ban. Kreskas disreg arded this threat since he was a 
man of gre a t influence himself and died in 1563 never having 
1 been punished by the ban. 
After a number of p ersecutions and murders in Spires 
and its environs at t h e end of the twelfth century, R. Da vid 
b. Kalonymus of Ivlurenzenberg felt compelled to p rotect young 
widows whose husbands had been slain by the oppressors. He 
initi a ted a Takanah for Agunot in 1196. 2 Every possible p re-
caution was taken throughout the I'>Ti ddle Ages to save a woman 
fpom remaining an "Agunah 11 • Where the husband's death was 
ascertained, 11Halitza" 3 was needed. Now at this time, the 
1. Weisner , pp . 76-79. There was however a problem as to 
burial since one who is banned could not enjoy a Jewish 
burial. 
2. Agunot is the n&~e app lied to those women whose h usbands 
cannot be found but whose death cannot be ascertained by even 
one witness. These women cannot remarry in this status as 
their lost husbands may a ppear and this second union would be 
i rmnoral and illegal. 
3. The ceremony of 11 Halitzail is necessary to free a widow 
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brothers of the slain men who gave the nHalitza 11 often 
demanded exorbitant prices from the widow and her family for 
performing "Halit za 11 • They often demanded a l arge part of 
the widow's inheritance . R. David ordered that 11 Halitza 11 
had to be performed within three months after the husband's 
death. Anyone v1ho failed to comply with the arrangements 
made by the local rabbi for the ceremony, was to be excom-
municated. 
"Matchmakers" were very important in medieval societies 
where childx·en were married off young and ,.1here the marital 
relationship was judged not basically by love but by the 
family bonds that 1.'\fere ma de . Special controls had to be 
instituted to protect the 11 Niat cbmakers 11 themselves as vvell as 
t he anxious parents . The Council of Four Lands used the b an 
as t he basis for this t ype of control . In 1684, it pro-
claimed that · all the agents ar·ranging a marriage were to 
divide the 11 fee 11 equally and they h a d to report t h e enti r e 
l 
mat ter to the courts under the threat of a ban . 
' who had no issue by her late husband from the Levirate maniagp. 
With 11 Halitza 11 she was free to remarry at will, even outside 
of her husband ' s frunily. (See Epstein, L.M. "Marri age Laws 
in the Bible and the Talmud", pp . 122-14L~). 
1. Hailperin, under the year 1684. 
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Napoleon, in his reign, tried to establish a high court 
of the Jews modelled after the ancient Sanhedrin through 
which he could control all the Jews of France . Since his 
civil law penni tted intermarriage, he ordered this mock 
Sanheo~in not to ban intermarriages anymore . 1 
1 . Weisner, recorded in the year 1807. 
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2. Flu\ULY RELATIONSHIPS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
It is evident from all the sources tha t the relation-
ships between husband, wife, and children were on a very 
high plane . A husb and was required to treat his wife with 
great respect and kindness . The ban was used to control 
the actions of a husband towards his wife and children. The 
Ashkenazic leaders in Germany ruled that one who be a ts his 
wife should be pLUlished even more severely than one who 
beats his friend. The order continues to explain that the 
practice of be a ting one's wife is coLw1on among the non-
Jewish nei ghbors but this practice is strictly forbidden to 
the Jevv. One who acts in this manner is to be banned 
violently, that is completely ostracized, and flogged as 
l 
well . 
A very similar order was issued in Spain as well where 
the court is . given permission to ban the culprit as well as 
impose any other punishments it s ees fit since a husb a nd is 
"obligated to honor her (his ·wife) more than himself and she 
rises to his status, but (if she be in a higher social class) 
never descends to his status 11 • The court can even demand 
that he divorce her if he cannot be controlled. 2 
1. Asaf , under Askenize No . 105. Also in 11Responsa of 
Mahara.m. Routtenberg". 
2. Ibid, under Spain No . ,50. 
A father vrho was under the ban was socially ostracized 
from the comrnuni ty and in some cases- from his family. Often 
the vexation of the populace unscrupulously carried over to 
his children and they were innocently barred from circum-
cision , education in the academy, support, etc. The 
authorities realized how evil such practices were to the 
peace of the community so that the Gaonim rebelled against 
such practices current in other European countries. 1 
A very devastating practice in the Nliddle Ages was the 
mortgaging of a wife or daughter to repay a debt to a non-
Jew by their work. Most often, i n practice , the debtor 
demanded intimacies from these women working for h i m. TI~e 
Rabbis were violently opp osed to this practice among Jews. 
Under no circustance was a Jew allowed to 11 sell 11 his wife or 
his daue~ter to a non-Jew to repay his debt. So great was 
the opposition to such a practice that the courts were 
ordered to investigate all suspicions of this nature and 
where the court failed to ban an offender, the court itself 
2 
would be banned. 
1. Ibid, p . so. 
2. Dubnow, No. 44. 
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In 1854, the French con1pelled the Jewish community to 
open secular schools for crdldren. In Cons tant inople the 
Rabbis put these schools in Herem. 1 Parents were obligated 
to give their children a Jewish education from early youth. 
------------
1. Weisner. 
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E. MORALITY 
The Jewish group was always well known for its high 
standards of morality. This attitude goes back to the early 
teaching s of the prophets. From this pre-exilic period, a 
code of morality was i mbedded in the social re lationships of' 
the Jewish community and was enforced in the Diasp orah by 
the use of the Herem. It would be erroneous to assume that 
this high morali ty standard was unnatural and "superprudish 11 • 
On the contrary, the Rabbis spoke of sex and sexual relation s 
very freely. The Talmud and the Responsa are full of sex 
discussions which demonstrate a keen understanding of the 
natural desires and needs of man. The remarkable genius of 
the leadership r ecogni zed the need for controlling the 
lustfulness of man's appetites by a moral code. The leader-
ship also m~derstood that in order for the social institu-
tion of marriage to maintain any structure i n the cormm .. mi ty, 
it was necessary to employ a moral standard to protect the 
family. 
rne Herem was used as a social control not only in 
sexual morality but in every poss ible sphere where morality 
and ethics were used as standards of actions. Since my 
findings revealed only isolated cases, it is not justifiable 
in this study to include separate sections on this material. 
It will suffice to mention , in passing, two striking cases. 
One case involved social manners in the early Babylonian 
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community where a man was put in Niddui and lashed for 
spitting on a woman. 1 The second case dealt with gambling. 
The authorities vehemently attacked all card gamblers and 
lottery gamblers. Such culprits were immediately banned and 
bared from giving testimony. 2 They not trusted even if were 
they would take an oath. 
This chapter is divided into two main concerns of Jewish 
morality: Slander and Sex. 
1. Asaf. No. 15. In Palestine, they paid a fine of l~OO 
Zuz as well. 
2. Dubnow. No. 51. 
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1. SLANDER 
Living under Ghetto conditions, slandering was a very 
dangerous and destructive past-time. The authorities were 
always enticing members of the Ghetto to talk against their 
members . The fear of slandering a member of the Jewi sh 
minority to the police could, if allowed to grow, destroy 
the tmity of the comraunal structure of the Jewish group . 
~~e Herem was used extensively to control this situation. 
At AI•ta in Epirus, denunciation was a big problem and the 
Herem was u sed in an att empt to stop it. Under penalty o.f 
the ban, Jews were not permitted to enter the houses of 
Woiwoden (policemen) unless called by them. 1 
In 1751, the Council of Four Lands issued a b an against 
2 
slanderers of scholars and students. This is another clear 
indication of the high esteem in which scholars wer•e held. 
Asa.f records a case where a Rabbi had to leave France 
because his fellow Jews slandered him to the authorities. 
He finally got to the Nasi David in Babylonia who put his 
slanderers in Herem until they could rectify the evil. The 
Rabbi then returned and settled in Stras sburg.3 Here we can 
see how effective the ban was fr•om Babylonia clear across to 
France. 
1. Weisner. This ban was unsuccessful . 
2. Hailperin, under year 1751 
3. Asaf, under No. 1120. 
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Asaf also r e cords the legal attitude towards slandering 
from early exilic times. Slandering was pun ishable by t h e 
death penalty. But since death sentences were infrequently 
invoked, social ostracism, by using the Herem, was the com-
mon and traditional penalty.l 
_ __ :c. ________ _ 
1. Toid. under No. 90~ 
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2. ~ 
In Gaonic times 1rre already have some injunctions in re-
lation to sex practi ces under the threat of a ban. Hai 
Goan is recorded to have ruled that a man accused by a 
virgin as the cause of her pregnancy and suspected of im-
morality in other cases, shall be b anned and publicly shruned. 
T:<1.e question was asked of Rav Natronai Goan (d. 859): 11 vVhat 
should be done to a Jew who is caught having relations with 
his servant girl?" The ruling was that the culprit is forced 
I 
to sell her but the money is given to charity. 
2 banned f or thirty days, shaven, and lashed. 
He is also 
Weisner records the practice where no fiance vras per-
rutted to visit his fiancee before the marriage . In a ll 
these cases not only is the culprit banned for immoral sex 
practices but also anyone who sees the immoral act and 
refrains from reporting it to the courts or the police. This 
is made clear by a ruling of the Kahal of Minsk on moral 
transgressions. 11 It shall be proclaimed in all prayer 
houses, under threat of the ban, that whosoever is aware of 
even the shadow of a perpetrated sin, whether conmitted by 
man or woman, shall make it known to these three persons of 
' 3 
the Board of Moralsll . Not all Jewish communities had a 
1. Ibid, No . 29 
2. Ibid, under Babylonia. 
3. Levitats, p. 246. 
I 
I 
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Board of Morals but it was common in many Poli sh and Russian 
cormnuni ties of large Jewish p opula tions . 
Sex perversions were also controlled by the Herem. In 
1548, a case came before R. Joseph Caro in Safed in referencE 
to a man who wanted to have coitus with his wife backside. 
This man wa s banned by Caro. Pederasty was outlawed by the 
1 Herem as well. 
------------
1. Weisner. 
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V. EVALUATION 
A truly proper evaluation of the Herem with all its 
ramifications would be possible only after a life-long study 
of its history and data. Therefore this chapter, attempted 
after two and a half years of study, could not possibly deal 
\'lith the Herem in toto but rather must be based on the pre-
ceding materials and research only. It is possible to evalu-
ate properly that phase and runount of data which this study 
has attemp ted to cover. Such a chapter wi ll serve as a sum-
mary as well to this sociological study. 
A primary observation tha t has been stressed is the 
fact tha t rarely in its history, were the penalties of excom-
munic a tion actually imposed. So unquestioning was the 
obedience of the community, that the existence of the Herem 
established the implied prohibition by law. 1 Levitats in-
forms us that no record has been left of a ban actually 
having been pronounced in the Synagogue during 1772-188L~ in 
Russia. However, there is no doubt, according to Levitats , 
2 
that the ban was applied extensively. 
1. Resp onsa of R. Moses Isserles. No . 52. 
2. Levitats, p. 212 ff. 
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Though possessing no physical power of their own up on 
which they could rely, the Jevvish authorities vrere ab le to 
wield the formidable weap on of the HePem, the ban of excom-
munica tion, which proved sufficiently effective in enforcing 
discipline and ensuring obedience. Chiefly with the help of 
these sanctions we r e they able to frame measures and intro duc~ 
enactments regula ting the many a spects of communa_ life. 
The power of ex com.;·nunic a tion as wielded by the Rabbis 
was recognized by the governraent. WhePe the goverrunent had 
not authorized the Rabbi's authority as the spiritua l leader 
of the co~nunity, the bans he issued were invalid as well. 
As time went on, the goverrunent tried to gain as much control 
over the Herem as they could. Friedrich II of Prus sia took 
away all jurisdiction from the Rabbis (over marriage and 
inheritance particularly) yet he still consented to permit 
them to excommunicate with the State 's approval. 
According to Weisner, we are grateful to the Herem for 
two accomplishments only: 
1. The abolition of polygruny, and 
2. The i mprovements of the status of women, i.e. 
no divorce without the consent of both parties. 
There is no doubt that the Takkanot of Rabbenu Gershom 
which accomplished these reforms under the threat of the ban 
directly were i mportant feats. In a strong patriarchal 
society where the husband could formerly wield the power of 
di voJ:>ce according to his whim and fancy, the requirement of 
as well in divorce proceedings. 
Prior to the Takkana of Gershom prohibiting polygamy, 
there were not too many cases of polygamy anyv<ray because of 
the economic hardships of the times. T'.nis too was a step 
in seeking more equality for the Jewish woman. 
There were ways of annulling the Herem. The Herem of 
Rabbenu Gershom could be annulled by the written consent of 
one hundred Rabbis from three different countries. This type 
of exemption is still resorted to today to enable a man whose 
wife is incurably insane.- 4 According to Jewish law, sanity 
is a prerequisite of ordinary divorce proceedings. Vf'.nere the 
reason for divorce is insanity, this procedure is the only 
recourse left. This method of armu~1ent has a very important 
sociological significance. This appeal to one hundred leader 
over a geographical area of three states insured the victim 
of the Herem complete freedom vfherever he might settle. If 
one community were sufficient, the released indivi dual may 
find himself an outcast in a neighboring area. By this 
method, his complete acceptance in any Jewish corununity as 
a freed man was insured. 
In the beginning, exconnmmication was very mild accord-
ing to Weisner. Only in the Gaonic times , after 500 A.D. 
did· the Herem include exclusion from the Synagogue and 
separation from the victim's family. By the sixteenth 
century, the peop le realized tha t a simple or minor viol a -
tion of religious law should not be subject to a ban. Until 
the twentieth century the Herem was used against sects and 
free thinkers. Since other reli g ions possessed a ban it 
was inevitable that the Jewish connm.mi ty could not deny the 
Herem entirely until ve1~y recently. 
With all the advantages the Herem may have had for the 
Jewi sh group and in the maintenance of its own way of life 
living in the Diasp orah, it a l so served from time to time 
as one of the mos t cruel and autocratic weapons known to 
societies. It was employed ruthlessly and indiscriminately 
in most of the Europ ean countries in the last centures . An 
interesting ob serva t ion viasmade as early as the sixteenth 
century by R. Joshua Folk Cohen, a pupil of Isserles, -Ghat 
no excommunicati on should ever be levelled for severe cases. 
First, he felt that leniency and patience in severe cases 
would facilitate the return of the sinner and not make him 
more stubborn. Again, he claimed that people lilce to shame 
their fellow and rejoice in the attack on their fe llowman . 
In Weisner 's eva luation of the document itself he 
claimed that the style of the writ of excommunication was 
extremely crude and comnon. One searches in vain for any 
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lofty thoughts vri thin them. 
One of the most outstanding antagonists against the 
Herem was Ivlendeisohn. Excommunication. cannot be s anctioned 
either from a philosophical or from a 1nora l standpoint. The 
b an which the state p ermitted he held to be contrary to the 
spirit of religion . He claimed that no society has the right 
to ac t in s uch a way that is contra ry to the princip les of 
that group . 11 To cut off a dissident out of the church is 
the same as to forbid medical care to the sick. 11 In a club 
or sect such as the Pharisees, a member c an be excluded. But 
Judaism is not governed by its temporary laws basically but 
rather by its established tra ditions or divine l mv so called. 
" A man may be punished by fines, by de a th, by lashes ; 
but no Jew can be excluded or exiled! For i f this were 
p ossible God would have kept this power for Himself . 11 
Mendelsohn made refe rence to the statement in Megillah 26a 
that no stranger c an be kept out of the Synagogue. Certainly 
then, a J ew could ne ver be excluded from the Synagogue nor 
denied burial. Mendel s ohn insisted on the inability of the 
leadership to deny any Jew his status a s a Jew. The J ewish 
comrnunity had autonomy in the Middle Ages . Thus a sanction 
was needed and it manifested itself as the Herem. n The 
contr·ary- to - n ature J ewish c01mnunity in the Middle Ages ( i . e . 
a body p olitic vli thin a larger body p olitic) had to cho ose 
a contra ry-to- nature method of control . ") This was the He rem 
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s. Romanelli , an Italian traveller , descr ibing a Herem 
issued in Morocco, expressed the low state to which the Heren: 
had fal l en in 1864: nThe Herem is here the sword and shield 
of foolishness and deception. It is a thorn wlrlch over-
grows u p on the vineyard of God. 11 
However , a true evaluation of the Herem must not over-
emphasize the decline of the Herem vvhen it was misused. T'.ne 
Herem became ineffective when the Jewish community began to 
lose its autonomy as a self-governing minority group . As 
soon as the nati onal g overnments be gru1 to ex tend p olitical 
and s oci a l right s to ill its inhabitants, the Jews found no 
need to continue their self- governing communal structure . 
To properly evaluate the contributions of the Herem one must 
consider only those years of it s activity c onsidered in this 
thesis . From all tllis data , it is readily recognized by the 
observant and c r itical reade r that the Herem p l ayed a unique 
and vital role in the life of Jewish societies throughou t the 
world. The use of the Herem 1rvas essential to the survival of 
the Jewi sh community as a self-governing society. 
The Herem was a most effective technique for soci a l con -
trol. The basic communal controls are usually physical in 
nature such as police, jails, courts , weapons , and puni shment 
chamb ers. The Herem used none of these (excepting " lashes 11 
in r are cases). Exc onm1unic a tion was actually a question of 
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soci a l status which later vras translated in certain physic a l 
displeasures. It was , ironically enough, more effective and 
p enetrating than other types of soci a l controls amon g Jev-1s. 
It was much more difficult to walk a street where no one 
woul d talk to the b anned nor go near him than to sit in a 
jail. Let us remember that often even one's own fa..rnily c ould 
not eat with the banned. T'ne Herem was hardly ever actually 
imposed. It wa s so effective as a social control that the 
mere thre a t of a b m1. elicite d the obedi anc e of the p eop le . 
Generally s peaking , the l ay members o f the coJJmnini ty 
reacted f a vorably to the use of the Herem. They a ccep ted i t 
as p ar t of their tradition a nd f a ith and even mor eso , rec og -
ni z e d its n eed as a me ans of self-government and c amnunal 
unity. As the data indicates the Herem was a vita l means of 
protection for a.11 the members of t h e society . They wanted 
it to control the ruthless tax collectors and the thieves i n 
t hei r midst. It helped them in their b usine ss dealings a nd 
in the printing of books. The very fact tha t the Herem v;as 
effect i v e is i ndic a tive in a g re a t measure to t...h.e favorab le 
manner in which the laity conf ormed t o it . 
I n conclusion, it is eviden t from this study t h a t the 
Herem s e rved as t he b asic element in the Jewish community 
structure. It was the foundation for a central aut h ority 
and a technique for e nforcing legislation . The He rem, during 
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the Middle Ages , c an be cited as the real basis for the unity 
and effectiveness of the Jewish communities, indivi dually 
and collectively. 
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THE~ OF THE HEREM HAYYISHD""B 
There are two extant tex ts of the formula of the Her em 
I-Iayyishub, one from a "blank form" which was no doubt 
maended according to circtrrastances, (Text A), and the other 
an actual document from Canterbury (Text B) dated 1266. T'.ne 
former document as a Hebrew Text, of which the following is 
1 
a tr2.nsla tion, is given by Gulak- from a manuscrip t in the 
Bibliotheque Nationale of Pari s . The Canterbury Treaty was 
preserved only in the Latin version and the translation was 
2 done by M. Adler. 
TEXT A. 
--
"At a session of the elders, at an Assembly of the 
peop le, we hereby decree by stringent oath and under pain of 
the Herem, that there is no perraission for a son of Israel 
or for a daughter of Israel to dwell in the com.muni ty of 
•••••••••••.• community without the permission of A. and B. 
"And whosoever shall transgress this Herem, tha t is sh a l 
come without t he permission of A. and B., and take up 
residence in the above - named ci ty or village, shall be under 
1. Gulak . 11 0zar Ha- Shetaroth11 , Jerusalem, 1926 . No . 388. 
PP• 352, 353. 
2. I took the text as reprinted by Rabinowitz. ?P.38-39, 
62- 63. 
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a Herem, and Ni ddui, nor shall any son of Israel be permitted 
to have any business dealings with him. 
nAnd what we have done and devreed on such a day, of 
such and such a month, in such and such a year from the 
Creation of the world , we have inscribed and sealed and 
given into their hands ." 
TEXT B. 
Kent--
'rhe Community of the Jews of Canterbury, whose seals are 
set to this Starr , acknowledged by their Starr that they have 
come to the resolution and thereto bound themselves by o ath, 
that n o Je'N of any o ther town than Canterbury shall dwell 
in the said town , to wit , no liar, imp roper person and 
slanderer: and should it so happen that any one should come 
to d; ell there by VJri t of our Lord the King , then the whole 
said community by common consent shall g ive our Lord t h e 
King such sum a s Salle son of Joce, Abraham son of Leo and 
Vives of Winchester, whose seals are likevlise set to this 
Starr , shall lay u p on the communi ty , that the person who shall 
sue out such writ may be disqualified by the said King: and 
if any of the said Comraunity should oppose the disqualifica-
tion of the Jew who has shown himself a liar, an improper 
person, and a slanderer , or who has sued out such writ of 
the King as afore said, let both be disqua lified together • 
. And the J e'tls w·hose seals are set to this Starr are the fol-
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lowing: Master Moses, Salle son o:f Joce, Abraham son o:f Leo, 
Jacob son o:f Miles (Meir son o:f Edra (Ezra?), Samson 
Presbyter, Solomon son o:f Isaac, Joce son o:f Solomon, Aaron 
son o:f Salle, Joce son o:f Abraham, Moses son o:f Abraham and 
J acob son of Joce. (Vive s of 1Hinchester is omitted). 
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THE HEREJ\1 AS A TECHNIQUE FOR SOCIAL CONTROL 
A..T\T ABSTRACT 
The Herem, the Hebrew term for Exconnnunication, is one of 
the oldest techniques for social control in the Jewish 
Conrraunity. The history of the Herem begins where the 
history of the Jewish state stops, though its origin is much 
earlier. 
A study of the He r em r e veals the histiorical marvel that 
the Jews wei'e able to maintain a well organized society 
within a larger governing state though they had no police 
force. ~ne Herem was a basic factor in maintaining Jewish 
self-government. Most often, it was merely threatened and 
hardly ever actually imposed. 
The term He rem is first found in the Bible where i t is 
often used as 11 a proclamation devoting or consecr ating to 
the Deity, persons or things to be excluded from use ••••••• 
or to be utterly destroyed. 11 Since t h is proc e ss colored 
every battl e , the Herem was used in Biblical days as a 
primi tive war measure. 
In post-Biblical times, the Herem came to mean an e xtra 
Talmudic ordinance, usually enacted by a Synod of Rabbis or 
of communal councils, and was held bindi ng upon all gener -
ations once it wa s enac ted. Though many enactments were 
temporal in nature, the validity and authority of t h e 
I 
ordinan ce was considered permanent. It was the hi ghest 
ecclesias tica l cens ure characterized fund&~entally by the 
exclusion of a person from the reli gious community, which 
virtually me ant a prohibition of all intercourse with 
s ociety m.1ong Jews. 
The Talmud cites twenty-four offenses punishable by 
excommunica tion. ~rJ.is list demonstrates that almost every 
area of social life has been included. The ban, pronounced 
in court, was a legal act , though the sources indicate the 
procedure wa s not as forma l nor as stringent as in other 
cases. 
The Niddui was a temporary measure of ex clusion which 
served basically as a threat and probationary period. I t 
was the measure most COlTI.lTJ.only i mp osed. The Herem itsel f v•m s 
the severest stage. The offender was publicly exhorted by 
the Niddui t h ree successive times for thirty days . Onlv v 
when he was defi ant and continued his offenses wa s the b an 
pronounced. A "Niddui 11 was restrained by many social 
controls. He was forbidden contact with everyone. No one 
cou ld e at v>Ti th him, nor count him in the MllTYAN for public 
vvorship (though he could attend services). He h a d to wear 
h abiliments of mourning and was forbi dden to shave , bathe, 
or wear shoes . 
In the Middle Ages, various controls were decreed to 
limit the r u thless use of the Herem. One major development 
was the ena ctment that the Rabbi c ould n ot decree a Herem 
II 
individually without the permission of the community leaders. 
If one died before a ban was lifted, he could not be 
burie d in a Jewish cemetery, nor could his children recite 
the Kaddish, nor was a tombstone put on his grave. 
There have been three basic forms of the Herem: 
1. The Herem Beth Din was well established by the year 
1000. It c ame into use to describe the aut hority on which 
local courts acted in the Diasporah. This gave the Jew~ h 
Commu_Yli ty a legal basis for self-government. 
2. The Herem Ha-Ikkul was an illLWritten law forbidding 
any member of the co1mnunity to retain an article that had 
been entrusted to him, even though he had a claim against 
the owner. This was an important protective measure in 
times of persecutions and pogroms. 
3. The Herem Hayyishub was a prohibition against stran-
gers taking up residence in an established cmmnunity without 
the permission of that cornmuni ty. This Herem was a parallel 
development of the Guild System a s a protection of trade 
an d residence rights. 
The effectiveness of the u se of the Herem always depended 
upon the integrity of the leaders and the willingness on 
the part of the people t o abide by their decisions. For 
many year s it served a nob le purpose . It maintained order 
within a society harassed by its overlords. llLe Herem was 
one of the major factors in the survival of the unique 
semi-autonomous comr11uni ty which the Jews enjoy ed. It was 
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deeply i mb e dded i n Jewi sh tradition and was easily adopted 
in every Jewish community from _Babylonia to Spain . 
The Herem functioned with great success in five specific 
social areas: 
1) in the religious, lay, ru1d Kal1al leadership, 
2) in the con t r ol of the ritual, the centrality of the 
Synagogue, and the Sects, 
3) in the protection of all business, taxes, real estat e 
and printing , i.e., the economy, 
4) in t he stability of the family, and 
5) in the maintenance of moral standards. 
The Herem, as it was employed by the rabbis and lay 
leaders, made possible t;he stability of the Jewish community 
in a very precarious era. The Synods representing the local 
communities of Germany and France enacted vital legisla tion 
whi ch was enforced by t h e Herem. The whole law of monogamy, 
for example, was established by means of a ban. 
In the area of religion, one must be aware of the controls 
needed by a minority religion in order to survive . It is 
clear that op en discussions were a lways permitted. Only 
when one defied a tradition i n practice was he exc orr.municat ec 
Also, it should be n oted that a banned person was denie d 
many religious acts and services. 
Only such a punishment as social ostracism was strong 
enough to control the economic structure of the Jewish 
co~nunity in t he Middle Ages. All business was kep t in 
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check under the Herem. The producer and consumer were 
mutually protected by this authority. In an age when taxes 
were farmed out by the government, special care had to be 
taken to eliminate injustices. Finally the Herem also servec 
to protect authors and publishers for certain designated 
periods. 
TI1e Jewish family was recognized as a social, moral, and 
religious relationship and as such the Herem was used to 
maintain it by prohibiting all gossip and unfavorable 
charges on the validity of certain marital relationships. 
Marit al responsibilities v:rere protected also by means of the 
Herem. 
The ban was used as a social control not only in sexual 
behaviour but in every possible sphere where morality and 
ethics were used as standards of actions, especially i n the 
control of slander. 
The Herem did play a vital role in the social structure 
of the Jewish Comrnuni ty until the modern period. It v1as the 
fundamental element in establishing authority and enforcing 
legislation. Though outmoded today, it will always be 
remembered for its effectiveness in the social life of the 
Jewish Co~nunity in the past. 
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